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Abstract
We propose a hypercube switching architecture for the perfect state transfer (PST) where we prove that it
is always possible to find an induced hypercube in any given hypercube of any dimension such that PST can
be performed between any two given vertices of the original hypercube. We then generalise this switching
scheme over arbitrary number of qubits where also this routing feature of PST between any two vertices is
possible. It is shown that this is optimal and scalable architecture for quantum computing with the feature of
routing. This allows for a scalable and growing network of qubits. We demonstrate this switching scheme to
be experimentally realizable using superconducting transmon qubits with tunable couplings. We also propose
a PST assisted quantum computing model where we show the computational advantage of using PST against
the conventional resource expensive quantum swap gates. In addition, we present the numerical study of
signed graphs under Corona product of graphs and show few examples where PST is established, in contrast
to pre-existing results in the literature for disproof of PST under Corona product. We also report an error
in pre-existing research for qudit state transfer over Bosonic Hamiltonian where unitarity is violated.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Quantum Perfect
State Transfer (PST)
1.1 Introduction
In quantum computation, it is often required to transfer an arbitrary quantum state from one site to another
[1]. These two sites may belong to the same quantum processor or different processors. The latter one
is not trivial for many quantum information processing (QIP) realizations, such as, solid state quantum
computing and superconducting quantum computing [2]. This is because the state transmission channel is
not a computational space for either processor and cannot involve manipulation. In large scale quantum
computation, it is a very important task to be able to transfer a quantum state within a processor as well
as between two physically distant QIP processors with robust transmission lines. It is also important to find
the physical systems also which support this quantum information exchange between distant sites. For short
distance communications (say between adjacent quantum processors), alternatives to interfacing different
kinds of physical systems are highly desirable and have been proposed, for example, for ion traps [3][4],
superconducting circuits [5][6], etc. The task of state transfer is thought with the intention of reducing the
control required to communicate between distant qubits in a quantum computer [7].
Quantum state transfer with 100% fidelity is known as perfect state transfer (PST) and this idea using
interacting spin-1/2 particles was first proposed in [8] and established the connection between graph theoretic
networks and actual quantum networks for quantum processors in the first excitation subspace of many-
body qubit network [9]. For graph structures, usually the XY coupling Hamiltonian and the Heisenberg
spin interaction are considered. Due to this connection, a quantum architecture can be designed purely
in graph theoretic fashion (determining the qubits’ mutual connectivity) and can be realized by physical
systems. It was established that PST is possible in spin-1/2 systems and other bosonic networks without
any additional action and manipulation from senders and receivers [10]. PST only requires access to two
spins at each end of the spin network while all other spins in the network act like a channel for transfer
and are not computational spins. In general, this involves mixed states of the network qubits [11], however,
showing PST for pure states in a graph suffices to prove the phenomenon. PST can be used in entanglement
transfer, quantum communication, signal amplification, quantum information recovery and implementation
of universal quantum computation [12][10][13][14].
PST in graphs is a rare phenomenon and only very few graphs and class of graphs are known to exhibit
the phenomenon of PST. For this reason, the idea of pretty good state transfer is also studied, where the
fidelity is a little less than unity but offers a large number of graphs that support state transfer [15][16][17].
The task is to find graph structures which support PST for as many pair of vertices as possible and possibly
grow under some operation (scalability of networks). It is important to find the class of graphs where it
occurs and equally important to find graphs where it does not occur [18][19]. Researchers aim to find class
of graphs as well as as various products of graph to establish a growing scalable network supporting PST
[20][21], and in general these graphs can be weighted [22]. More general graphs such as signed graphs [23]
and oriented graphs [24] are also studied. In this way, we essentially define a quantum computig architecture.
PST for qudits or higher dimensional spins over weighted graph is also classified for some networks [25][26].
This was further developed for arbitrary states and large networks in [20] and [21].
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PST scheme established in [20] and [21] allows PST over arbitrary long distances with the use of Cartesian
product of one-link and two-link graphs which support PST under the XY as well as Heisenberg interaction
of spins. It is known that one-link and two-link chain graphs exhibit PST between the end vertices [20].
And this feature carries over to the antipodal vertices of the resulting Cartesian product of these graphs
with themselves, which become the pair of vertices exhibiting PST in the same time. First shortcoming in
this model is that of the impossibility of routing [27][28]. The second being that only a pair of antipodal
vertices of the graph support PST which becomes less useful as the graph scales to a larger network. This
would involve constructing a very large network just to enable PST between a pair of antipodal qubits of a
network. Third being that this architecture scales the number of qubits with the factor of 2 which will be
very large gap for the larger dimensional hypercubes as the network scales up. This motivates for finding a
quantum computing architecture which would allow us routing to any given vertex of the graph as well as
enables arbitrary number of vertices while still preserving perfect fidelity and routing to any vertex starting
from any other given vertex. A switching was proposed in [29] where in a complete graph Kn, switching off
one link establishes PST in non-adjacent qubits. This enables PST for more vertices but still does not enable
routing to different vertices and there is no scalability, the graph remains fixed. One attempt at switching
and routing is proposed in [30] which involves creating new edges and coupling for qubits, however, is still
not scalable. Routing in special regular graphs was proposed in [31][32]. It leads us to the motivation that
only quantum mechanical processes may not not be sufficient to fulfill our requirements, that is the perfect
state transfer between any two vertices of a graph of arbitrary number of vertices. Therefore, we propose a
hybrid of classical combinatorial and quantum information theoretic method, such that, a perfect quantum
state transfer is possible between any two vertices of the graph.
In this work, we propose a solution to both the problems of routing and scalability for quantum architec-
ture where the network will be enabled with PST from all-to-all nodes for any arbitrary number of qubits,
which fits with the idea of Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum (NISQ) processors [33]. And this task can be
accomplished in just two quantum operations only. Our architecture also features the addition of any arbi-
trary number of qubits in an already constructed network according to our scheme while preserving both the
properties. Thus, this is a possible and optimal solution for a scalable architecture for quantum information
processing. Our results in this work hold both for XY-coupling as well as the Laplacian interaction Hamilto-
nian. We also propose the idea of PST assisted quantum computation where PST can be used in contrast to
large number of SWAP gates between any two distant qubits when the quantum circuit depth is very high
and thereby reducing the complexity of a large quantum circuit. This involves PST over the computational
qubits of a quantum processor. We also present analytically and simulate numerically the experimental im-
plementation of our architecture using superconducting circuits thereby showing the implementation of PST
in superconducting circuits for the very first time. Apart from these main results, we also report the PST in
qudit systems and analysis of PST under Corona product of certain special graphs. Chapters 1 and 2 form
the part of the preliminary literature and chapters 3,4,5 and 6 are the original contributions from this thesis.
1.2 Spin Hamiltonian dynamics for Perfect State Transfer
The idea for perfect state transfer of arbitrary states is to establish the connection between the graph theoretic
approach and spin Hamiltonian. The system of spins can be translated into a corresponding graph where
the dynamics can be explored by the structure of the graph governed by its adjacency marix and Laplacian
which are in one-to-one correspondence with the connectivity of the spins in the physical picture. Arbitrary
state of spin in a lattice is simply a qubit state. The principle problem is that the Hilbert space of a graph
G with n vertices is given by Cn, and the Hilbert space of a spin-1/2 (or generally any many-body qubit
network) particle attached to each vertex of the same graph G is C2
n
, which is exponentially larger. Graphs
and their products will be discussed in detail in chapter 2. For spin-dynamics we have generally two kind of
interaction Hamiltonians: The XY coupling adjacent interaction and the Heisenberg interaction model. We
want to establish a connection between the dynamics of n number of spin-1/2 particles interacting according
to these two kind of interactions on a graph G and the structure of G itself.
The central idea of this equivalence is that complicated physics of a system of distinguishable spin-1/2
particles interacting pairwise on a simple geometry given by an undirected simple graph G are equivalent to
the sometimes physics of a single free spinless particle hopping on a much complicated graph G (which is some
disjoint union of the graphs Gk, which are related to G) [9]. This can be understood as direct application of
a special graph product, called the wedge product of graphs which is discussed in section 2.3.1.
Consider n = |V | distinguishable spin-1/2 subsystems, each at one vertex of the graph G(V,E), where
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V (G) is the finite vertex set and E(G) is the edge set (a two-element collection of vertices) of the graph. We
say distinguishable spins because we are able to label them with the labeling of the graph vertices. We fix
a labeling i = 1, 2, ..., n of the vertices. This labeling induces an ordering of the vertices which we write as
vi > vj if i > j, where vi is the ith vertex of the graph G. The degree deg(vi) of a vertex vi is equal to the
number of edges which have i as an endpoint. The adjacency matrix A(G) for G is the {0,1}-matrix of size
|V (G)|×|V (G)| which has a 1 in the (i, j) entry if there is an edge connecting vi and vj . Define the Laplacian
L(G) of the graph as D(G)−A(G) where D(G) is the degree matrix for G defined as D(G) = diag{deg(vi)}.
We also define the Hilbert H(G) space of the graph G to be the vector space over C generated by the
orthonormal vectors |i〉, ∀i ∈ V (G), with the canonical inner product 〈i|j〉 = δij . For details in graph theory,
refer to chapter 2. Now we define the two mentioned interaction Hamiltonian for the pairwise interactions
between the spins. The first is the XY model in two spatial degrees of freedom,
HXY =
∑
(i,j)∈E(G)
Jij
(
σxi σ
x
j + σ
y
i σ
y
j
)
=
∑
(i,j)∈E(G)
2Jij
(
σ+i σ
−
j + σ
−
i σ
+
j
)
, (1.1)
=
1
2
∑
〈i,j〉
(
σxi σ
x
j + σ
y
i σ
y
j
)
(for Jij =
1
2
∀ 〈i, j〉) (1.2)
where 〈i, j〉 denotes an adjacent pair of vertices on the graph (which have an edge between them) and σ+,−i
are the ladder operators for the ith spin (qubit) such that σxi = σ
+
i + σ
−
i and σ
y
i = iσ
+
i − iσ−i , with σx,yi as
the Pauli matrices for spin-1/2 system at the ith vertex. The second connection is via the three-dimensional
Heisenberg model,
HHei = −
∑
(i,j)∈E(G)
Jij~σi · ~σj +
∑
j
Bjσ
z
j (1.3)
= −1
2
∑
〈i,j〉
(~σi · ~σj − IiIj) (for Jij = 1
2
∀ 〈i, j〉) (1.4)
where, ~σi is Pauli matrix vector ~σi = (σ
x
i , σ
y
i , σ
z
i ) for the ith spin and Ii is the identity operator for the ith
vertex. We take Jij = 1/2 and choose local fields Bj at the jth site such that
∑
j Bjσ
z
j = I (which makes
the Hamiltonian coincide with the Laplacian of the graph)for the uniformly coupled system with edge weight
unity for both the models.
There is one peculiar conservation property of both of these Hamiltonians that they conserve the total
spin along the z-axis of the whole system. Formally, we define Sz :=
∑
i∈V σ
z
i , and it can be verified that[
Sz, σxi σ
x
j + σ
y
i σ
y
j
]
= 0 ∀ i, j ∈ V (1.5)
and also
[Sz, ~σi · ~σj ] = 0 ∀ i, j ∈ V. (1.6)
For Heisenberg Hamiltonian, it even commutes with total spin along x- or y-axis also, or generally along
any axis with suitably defined spin operators along that axis. These commutation relations are enough to
establish the idea of different excitation subspaces for the action of the Hamiltonian. For example, if the
system had two spins excited and all other in ground state, then throughout the quantum evolution of the
system under the spin Hamiltonian will conserve this total spin as two excitations. Therefore, the action of
HXY and HHei breaks the Hilbert space H ∼= C2n into a direct sum
H ∼=
n⊕
k=0
Γk (1.7)
where the vector subspaces Γk constitute the elements as follows
Γ0 = {|00...0〉},
Γ1 = {|10...0〉, |01...0〉, ..., |00...1〉},
Γ2 = {|110...0〉, |101...0〉, ..., |000...11〉},
...
Γn = {|11...1〉}.
(1.8)
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This implies that starting with a ket in Γk, the system will evolve in the linear combination of vectors in
Γk strictly. Projectors Pk can be defined for each Γk, then the total spin for each Γk is Tr(S
zPk) = k
(use standard basis) which is also justified by the physical argument for total spin in each subspace. The
dimension of Γk is
dim (Γk) =
(
n
k
)
(1.9)
We also note that the subspace Γ1 matches exactly with the vertex space of the graph G itself. Dynamics in
this subspace is simply the hopping between different vertices while at each point in time one of the vertices
is excited. There is a deep relationship between the subspaces Γk and the exterior vector spaces via the
wedge product. The vector space Γk is generated by the kth wedge product of G denoted as ∧k(HG). For
the first wedge product of G, we get Γ1 and action of corresponding adjacency matrix A(G) is identical to
the action of the Hamiltonian HXY . And the action of the graph Laplacian is identical to the action of the
Heisenberg hamiltonian HHei. In the first excitation space, we denote these Hamiltonians as H
1
XY and H
1
Hei
respectively. For general higher order wedge product we formulate it in section 2.3.1.
1.3 Perfect State Transfer in general networks for arbitrary states
in Heisenberg model
Simplest and fundamental system for the construction of network for perfects transfer are the ferromagnetic
chains (or network) in Heisenberg model for spins. Consider the general graph shown in figure 1.1, where the
vertices are spins and the edges connect spins which interact. Say there are n spins in the graph and these
are labeled 1, 2, ..., n. The Hamiltonian is given by
H1Hei = −
∑
〈i,j〉
Jij~σi · ~σj −
n∑
i=1
Biσ
z
i (1.10)
as before where ~σi = (σ
x
i , σ
y
i , σ
z
i ) are the Pauli spin matrices for the ith spin, Bi > 0 are static magnetic
fields and Jij > 0 are coupling strengths, and 〈i, j〉 represents pairs of adjacent spins which are coupled. HG
describes an arbitrary ferromagnet with isotropic Heisenberg interactions. We now assume that the state
sender A is located closest to the sth (sender) spin and the state receiver B is located closest to the rth
(receiver) spin (these spins are shown in figure 1.1. All the other spins will be called channel spins as they are
involved in transferring the state of the qubit (spin) identical to a quantum channel. In the original idea [8],
it is also assumed that the sender and receiver spins are detachable from the chain. In order to transfer an
unknown state to Bob, A replaces the existing sender spin with a spin encoding the state to be transferred.
After waiting for a specific amount of time, the unknown state placed by A travels to the receiver spin with
some fidelity. B then picks up the receiver spin to obtain a state close to the the state Alice wanted to
transfer. As individual access or individual modulation of the channel spins is never required in the process,
they can be constituents of rigid 1D magnets (for instance).
Perfect transfer of a state in a many-qubit system modeled as a combinatorial graph in which the edges
of the graph represents coupling of qubits, is defined by starting with a single qubit state ρAqubit on some
vertex A, with ρin in the state of the rest of the qubits, and after evolution for some time t0 under a fixed
Hamiltonian H, the output state
e−iHt0(ρAqubit ⊗ ρin)eiHt0 = ρBqubit ⊗ ρout (1.11)
is produced, thereby transmitting the input qubit to another desired vertex B of the graph. In general, ρqubit
is a density matrix, however, in this thesis we consider that it corresponds to a pure state (which is sufficient
to demonstrate the idea of PST). The most simplified case for such realization is the one-dimensional chain
of qubits.
We assume that initially the system is initially cooled to its ground state |0〉 = |000...0〉 where |0〉 denotes
the spin down state (i.e., spin aligned along −z direction) of a spin. This is shown for a 1D chain in the
upper part of figure 1.1. We set the ground state energy E0 = 0 (i.e., redefine HG as E0 + HG). We also
introduce the class of states |j〉 = |00...010....0〉 (where j = 1, 2, ..s, ..r, .., n, i.e., the vertex space of G) in
which the spin at the jth site has been flipped to th |1〉 state. To start the protocol, A places a spin in the
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unknown state |ψin〉 = cos(θ/2)|0〉 + eiφ sin(θ/2)|1〉 at the sth site in the spin chain. We can describe the
state of the whole chain at this instant (time t = 0) as
|Ψ(0)〉 = cos(θ/2)|0〉+ eiφ sin(θ/2)|s〉 (1.12)
B wants to retrieve this state, or a state as close to it as possible, from the rth site of the graph. Then he
A B
A B
(a)
(b)
1
423
N
N-1 N-2
Figure 1.1: The part (a) of the figure shows the quantum communication protocol. Initially the spin chain
is in its ground state in an external magnetic field. Alice and Bob are at opposite ends of the chain. Alice
places the quantum state she wants to communicate on the spin nearest to her. After a while, Bob receives
this state with some fidelity on the spin nearest to him. Part (b) shows an arbitrary graph of spins through
which quantum communications may be accomplished using this protocol. The communication takes place
from the sender spin s to the receiver spin r.
has to wait for a specific time till the initial state |Ψ(0)〉 evolves to a final state which is as close as possible
to cos(θ/2)|0〉+ eiφ sin(θ/2)|r〉. As [HG,
∑
i σi] = 0, the state |s〉 only evolves to states |j〉 and the evolution
of the spin-graph (with ~ = 1) is
|Ψ(t)〉 = cos(θ/2)|0〉+ eiφ sin(θ/2)
n∑
j=1
〈j|e−iH1Heit|s〉|j〉 (1.13)
For the Perfect State Transfer (PST) to occur from the sth site to the rth site, we should have 〈r|e−iHGt|s〉 :=
fnr,s = e
iη (where the phase eiη can be compensated and corrected later by B) or simply |fnr,s| = 1 for some
finite t = t0, is enough for pure states. The state of the r spin will, in general, be a mixed state, and can be
obtained by tracing off the states of all other spins from |Ψ(t)〉. This evolves with time as
ρout(t) = P (t)|Ψout(t)〉〈Ψout(t)|+ (1− P (t))|0〉〈0| (1.14)
where
|Ψout(t)〉 = 1√
P (t)
(
cos
θ
2
|0〉+ eiφ sin θ
2
fnr,s(t)|1〉
)
(1.15)
with P (t) = cos2(θ/2)+sin2(θ/2)|fnr,s|2 is the normalization of the state at any time t and fnr,s = 〈r|e−iH
1
Heit|s〉.
Note that fNr,s(t) is just the transition amplitude of an excitation (the |1〉 state) from the sth to the rth site of
a graph of n spins. It is also equal to the fidelity between these states for the case of pure states. It is decided
that B will pick up the rth spin (and hence complete the communication protocol) at a predetermined time
t = t0. We show later in chapter 6 that the phenomenon of perfect state transfer is not only restricted to
spin Hamiltonians but is a general property of many Hamiltonians which are similar in action with the HXY
or HHei models. We show that superconducting transmon qubit network Hamiltonian also allows perfect
state transfer along with the power of quantum computation.
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1.4 Review on fidelity and distance measures
Fidelity is a measure of how apart two states are in the Hilbert space, or to say, simply the overlap of states
(see chapter 9 in [34] for distance measures). Fidelity for two density matrices ρ and σ is defined as
F (ρ, σ) =
√√
σρ
√
σ ∈ [0, 1] (1.16)
which takes the form (when σ = |ψ〉〈ψ|, that is, a pure state) of
F (ρ, σ) =
√
〈ψ|ρ|ψ〉. (1.17)
We can treat σ = |ψ〉〈ψ| as the final desired (pure) state of the system and ρ as the noisy obtained state
(after an evolution) and check the fidelity of the two as a check for closeness. Fidelity is related to the trace
distance D(ρ, σ) by the following mathematical relations
1− F (ρ, σ) ≤ D(ρ, σ) ≤
√
1− F 2(ρ, σ) (1.18)
where the trace distance is defined as D(ρ, σ) = 12 Tr |ρ− σ|. They can be used interchangeably but we will
stick with the measure of the fidelity for the purpose of perfect state transfer.
1.5 Conditions on Perfect State Transfer for pure states
First let us recall that for the general Hamiltonian (for the first excitation subspace)
H1 =
∑
i<j
Jij |i〉〈j|+ J∗ij |j〉〈i|+
n∑
i=1
Bi|i〉〈i| (1.19)
(Jij ∈ C in general) where i and j are connected, has the associated space-vectors |n〉 (again, the vertex
vector space of G) and the sender node A and the receiver node B are defined in the same manner. We can
easily diagonalize any such given Heisenberg or XY-model Hamiltonian in the manner H1 =
∑n
j=1 λj |λj〉〈λj |.
We want to prove necessary and sufficient conditions for perfect state transfer in the first excitation subspace
of a spin-preserving Hamiltonian H1. These conditions can be expressed as the existence of a state transfer
time t0 and transfer phase φ in a condition on the eigenvectors,
|〈A|λj〉| = |〈B|λj〉| (1.20)
for all j, and on the eigenvalues,
λj = −φ− ϕj + 2pimj (1.21)
for all j for which 〈A|λj〉 6= 0, where mj is an integer. The definition for ϕj is
ϕj = arg
( 〈λj |B〉
〈λj |A〉
)
(1.22)
To prove necessity, we start from the definition of state transfer in the single excitation subspace, requiring
that there exist a t0 and φ such that
e−iH
1t0 |A〉 = eiφ|B〉. (1.23)
This is equivalent to requiring that
|〈B|U(t)|A〉| = 1 (1.24)
where U(t) is the evolution operator. This is exactly the fidelity for the pure states. By taking the overlap
with an eigenvector,
e−iλjt0〈λj |A〉 = eiφ〈λj |B〉 (1.25)
then the amplitude and phase matching gives the previously stated conditions precisely. Having proved
necessity, we now prove sufficiency. Assume that a suitable finite t0 and φ exist. So,
e−iH
1t0 |A〉 =
∑
j
|λj〉〈λj |A〉e−iλjt0 (1.26)
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We can now impose the conditions on λj ,
e−iH
1t0 |A〉 =
∑
〈λj |A〉6=0
|λj〉〈λj |A〉ei(2pimj+φ+ϕj)
=
∑
〈λj |A〉6=0
|λj〉〈λj |A〉eiφ
( 〈λj |B〉
〈λj |A〉
)
= eiφ|B〉
(1.27)
This yields a rather simple set of conditions which one use to verify that perfect transfer occurs in a network.
Alternatively, we start with the state |A〉 then evolve it according to the free Schrodinger quantum
evolution as e−iH
1t|A〉 such that for some finite t0 we have e−iH1t|A〉 = eiφ|B〉. Taking inner product with
〈A| and modulus we have equation (1.24) which can be rewritten using equation (1.26) as∣∣∣∣ n∑
j=1
e−iλjt0〈B|λj〉〈λj |A〉
∣∣∣∣ = 1. (1.28)
This condition is all we need to ensure for completing the task of perfect state transfer for pure states. In
higher excitation subspaces generally more conditions are required to ensure perfect state transfer. However,
we should carefully note that condition 1.28 signifies a state swap between |A〉 and |B〉 whereas the actual
problem was to have(
cos
θ
2
|0〉+ eiφ sin θ
2
|1〉
)⊗(n−1)
A
−→
(
cos
θ
2
|0〉+ eiφ sin θ
2
|1〉
)⊗(n−1)
B
. (1.29)
This can be understood in the sense that the actual state of the qubit is encoded in A which gets swapped
with B at exactly t = t0 with fidelity of unity.
1.6 Symmetries in network
Symmetries are very important tool in understanding any system. The construction of perfect state transfer
chains originally relied heavily on an assumption of symmetry which was subsequently proven to be necessary
[27]. We are interested in whether every perfect transfer Hamiltonian H1 has a symmetry operator S which
satisfies SH1S† = H1 and also S|A〉 = |B〉.
The existence of a symmetry can be proven by construction. By defining a unitary rotation that is
diagonal in the basis of the Hamiltonian, it will clearly satisfy the commutation property. Specifying the
phases as
S =
∑
〈λj |A〉6=0
eiϕj |λj〉〈λj |+
∑
〈λj |A〉=0
|λj〉〈λj | (1.30)
allows us to verify the desired transformation
S|A〉 =
∑
〈λj |A〉6=0
eiϕj |λj〉〈λj |A〉 = |B〉. (1.31)
For a real Hamiltonian H1, S2 = I, so S|B〉 = |A〉. It is worth observing that there is still continuous
freedom in the definition of S — the phases that are applied to the eigenvectors for which 〈A|λn〉 = 0 —
which gives away to see that S is not necessarily a permutation (which cannot be continuous). If S were a
permutation, it would have to be the mirror symmetry operator. If one knows the symmetry operators of a
system for some a priori reason, this identifies the values ϕn (the eigenvalues of S) and associates them with
specific eigenspaces. Hence, for systems where S can be identified, and the eigenvalues can be modified while
preserving the symmetry, we should be able to construct perfect transfer networks. This was the key insight
for designing chains, and it can hopefully now be applied in other scenarios.
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1.6.1 Mirror symmetry
With mirror symmetry in hands, we have periodicity implied as follows [27]. With a system capable of perfect
state transfer, initialised in the state |A〉, at time t0 we have the state
e−iH
1t0 |A〉 = eiφ|B〉 (1.32)
but by the definition of a symmetric system, A and B are entirely equivalent, and thus after another period
of time t0 , we have the state
e−iH
1·2t0 |A〉 = e−iH1t0eiφ|B〉 = ei2φ|A〉 (1.33)
and thus the system is periodic, up to a phase 2φ, with period 2t0 . Thus we conclude that a mirror symmetric
system must be periodic if it is to allow perfect state transfer. This may be written most simply as
|〈A|U(2t0)|A〉| = 1 (1.34)
for some t0 ∈ (0,∞). Let us examine the general state of a periodic system with period 2t0 . We can write
|ψ(2t0)〉 =
∑
j
aje
−i2λjt0 |λj〉 = ei2φ
∑
j
aj |λj〉 (1.35)
for eigenstates |λj〉 of H1 with corresponding eigenvalues λj , where aj = |〈A|λj〉|2. Hence, for all of the
stationary states |j〉, we have the condition
2λjt0 − 2φ = 2kjpi (1.36)
where the kj ’s are integers. Eliminating φ between two of these, we get that
(λj − λl)2t0 = 2pi(kj − kl) (1.37)
and eliminating t0 between any two of these (λj′ 6= λl′) gives
λj − λl
λj′ − λl′ =
kj − kl
kj′ − kl′ ∈ Q (1.38)
where Q denotes the set of rational numbers. As the kj ’s are integers, this implies that the ratio is rational.
Hence, a symmetric system capable of perfect state transfer must be periodic, which is equivalent to the
requirement that the ratios of the differences of the eigenvalues are rational. Both conditions are completely
equivalent.
1.6.2 Bi-partite graphs
For a bipartite graph, its vertices can be divided into two disjoint sets U and W such that every edge connects
a vertex in U to one in W . Vertex sets U and W are called the parts of the graph. This construction is one
special kind of partition of a graph. For real Hamiltonians (Jij ∈ R), this implies that Bj = 0 [27]. And
also imposes that the transfer phase eiφ is ±1 if the transfer distance is even and ±i if the transfer distance
is odd. Transfer distance is number of edges between two vertices between which perfect state transfer is
performed. Such a bi-partite graph can be understood as marking of vertices (see section 2.2). let us mark
the vertices belonging to U positive and those belonging to W as negative. Then our symmetry operator S
can be written as
S =
∑
j∈U
|j〉〈j| −
∑
j∈W
|j〉〈j|. (1.39)
This bicoupling for marked vertices also has a conservation property for the Hamiltonian H1 that
{S,H1} = 0 (1.40)
(notice the anti-commutator instead of a commutator) which means that for any eigenvector |λj〉 of H1 with
λj 6= 0, S|λj〉 must also be an eigenvector of H1, but with a negative eigenvalue −λj . Let us now assume
that the initial vertex A ∈ U partition. Then, it can be re-expressed as
|A〉 =
∑
λj>0
〈λj |A〉6=0
〈λj |A〉 (|λj + S|λj〉) . (1.41)
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We assumed there are no zero eigenvalues except at most one zero eigenvector with non-zero overlap with
|A〉 which needs to be accounted for; without loss of generality. This eigenvector must satisfy S|λ0〉 = |λ0〉.
The quantum evolution of this is
e−iH
1t0 |A〉 =
∑
λj>0
〈λj |A〉6=0
〈λj |A〉
(
e−iλjt0 |λj + e+iλjt0S|λj〉
)
. (1.42)
If we now calculate the overlap with some vertex C, such that C ∈ U , S|C〉 = |C〉, then
〈C|e−iH1t0 |A〉 =
∑
λj>0
〈λj |A〉6=0
2〈C|λj〉〈λj |A〉 cos(λjt0), (1.43)
such that the amplitude is always real. Because C ∈ U was a positive vertex, it must be at an even distance
from A. Otherwise, if C ∈W is a negative vertex, then S|C〉 = −|C〉 and we have
〈C|e−iH1t0 |A〉 =
∑
λj>0
〈λj |A〉6=0
2i〈C|λj〉〈λj |A〉 sin(λjt0), (1.44)
such that the amplitude is always imaginary. Because C ∈ U was a negative vertex, it must be at an odd
distance from A. there are more peculiar implications of basic symmetries. For our relevance, these two
symmetries are enough. We conclude that the real nature of the Hamiltonian plays a very important role in
determining these effects of symmetries.
1.6.3 Symmetry of balanced graph
For definition of balanced graph, see subsection 2.2. Signing of graph edges can be realised by a transformation
Θ, the new graph is Σ = (G, σ). We assume that σ is balanced or anti-balanced signing of G. Then due
to lemma 1 in [23], we have that if a graph G has perfect state transfer, then so does the signed graph
Σ = (G, σ). Suppose G has perfect state transfer from vertex A to B. If σ is a balanced or antibalanced
signing of G, then there is a diagonal ±1 matrix Θ for which A(Gσ) = ±Θ−1A(G)Θ. Thus, we have
〈A|e−iA(Gσ)t|B|〉 = 〈A|Θ−1e±iA(G)tΘ|B〉 = ±〈A|e±iA(G)t|B〉. (1.45)
Therefore, Gσ has perfect state transfer from A to B.
Directed or oriented graphs can be defined in similar manner. A directed graph (or digraph) is a graph
that is made up of a set of vertices connected by edges, where the edges have a direction associated with
them. A directed graph is an ordered pair G = (V,A) where
• V denotes the vertex set, and
• E is now a set of ordered pairs of distinct vertices, called directed edges.
For oriented graphs, the direction of edges is modeled with a sign. Hence, the adjacency matrix is skew
symmetric. We take the adjacency matrix of an oriented graph to be the matrix A with rows and columns
indexed by the vertices of the graph, and Aij equal to 1 if the the edge {i, j} is oriented from i to j, equal to
−1 if the the edge {i, j} is oriented from j to i, and equal to zero if i and j are not adjacent. Consequently
A(G) is skew symmetric [24]. If A(G) is a skew symmetric matrix, then iA(G) is Hermitian and so
U(t) = exp(−it(iA(G))) = exp(tA(G)) (1.46)
is the transition matrix of a continuous quantum walk (a quantum evolution with adjacency or Laplacian
matrix over the vertex space of a graph is simply a continuous quantum walk). We note that U(t) is real
and orthogonal. Similarly, a general weighted graph can be obtained if weight w(i, j), some real number, is
assigned to each edge (i, j) for all possible edges. Weighted chain for perfect state transfer in last chapter
was an example of weighted graph.
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1.7 Impossibility of routing and need for a custom architecture
Routing of an initial state means the freedom to be able to choose which vertex we wish to perfectly transfer
the state at the initial given vertex. The idea of routing is eventually related to the complex nature of the
Hamiltonian involved [27]. If for a given graph G, perfect state transfer is possible between A and B, and
the minimum time for which this is possible is tAB , then we have
e−iH
1tAB |A〉 = eiφ|B〉. (1.47)
Furthermore, since the Hamiltonian is real, all the ϕj are 0 or pi (see equation (1.21)). Then for twice the
time, 2tAB , we will have perfect revivals as
e−iH
12tAB |A〉 = e2iφ|A〉. (1.48)
which is periodic dynamics. Now, if perfect routing is possible, this means that we must have a time
tAC < tAB such that
e−iH
1tAC |A〉 = eiφ′ |C〉 (1.49)
and similar revivals as
e−iH
12tAC |A〉 = e2iφ′ |A〉. (1.50)
These equations together give
e−iH
1(2tAC−tAB)|B〉 = ei2φ′−φ|A〉 (1.51)
But this is simply the perfect state transfer between B and A with time |2tAC − tAB | < tAB , which is
impossible by the initial assumption that tAB was the shortest time for perfect state transfer between A and
B. Therefore, the transfer from A to C cannot exist. As a result, if there is perfect state transfer to one site
from a given site, there cannot be a perfect state transfer from this given site to any other sites. However,
this can be tackled as shown in [28] by considering the dynamics of complex Hamiltonians.
This means that for a real Hamiltonian, we can have only pair of vertices where perfect state transfer is
possible. If the network is very large, then this becomes less useful because given a vertex only one other
vertex can be reached out with the transfer. This calls for the possibility of an architecture which allows more
freedom for routing. In chapter 4, we propose such an architecture with additional conditions to this idea such
that routing is possible to any arbitrary site in the network for real Hamiltonians. Such an architecture will
be very useful for the era of large scalable quantum processors where a state needs to be perfectly transferred
to any given qubit in the processor with maximum fidelity. Moreover, in chapter 6 we also show that our
architecture works with the conventional quantum computing architecture which can be used to perfectly
transfer or swap arbitrary states between any two given qubits in just two steps. Our scheme greatly reduces
the circuit depth if the swap has to be performed between distant qubits using the universal quantum gates.
1.8 Bounds on transfer rate in chains and beyond
Some weaker bounds for transfer rate for spin chains are known. Transfer rate has been discussed in [35][12].
Consider assigning a second state at site A before the first state has been moved to site B, and impose the
condition that the first state should still arrive at B perfectly. After the existence of a transfer Hamiltonian
is guaranteed, the necessary condition for the ability to insert a second quantum state into the spin network
to the same initial input qubit at some time t without disturbing the first quantum state is that
〈A|e−iH1t|A〉 = 0. (1.52)
This condition is necessary and sufficient for chains. However, for general networks which are not chains,
more conditions are required. More generally, consider inserting many different states at different times, but
the condition for the chain remains the same for all possible times. This will certainly not be the case for
the dynamically changing many-excitation states in an arbitrary network. Yet this is a necessary condition.
Therefore, given p unique time intervals ti < t0 at which 〈A|e−iH1ti |A〉 = 0, perfect state transfer can occur
to a site |B〉 at a distance of d in time t0. With p time intervals, one can have p unique time intervals ti by
imposing fixed intervals. For each transfer distance m = 1, 2, ..., d− 1,
〈B|H1m|A〉 = 0. (1.53)
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This can be expressed as
n∑
j=1
e−iϕjλmj aj = 0 (1.54)
with the same aj = |〈A|λj〉|2 which can be re-expressed again after removing the degeneracies (n reduces to
n′ number of unique eigenvalues) from the system in the linear equation form as d−1∑
m=0
n′∑
j=1
e−iϕjλmj aj |m〉〈j|
 n′∑
j=1
aj |j〉
 (1.55)
Each of the d− 1 rows is linearly independent. Linearly expressed, the normalization condition says that n′∑
j=1
〈j|
 n′∑
j=1
aj |j〉
 (1.56)
We can now add conditions corresponding to 〈A|e−iH1ti |A〉 = 0 and further divide these into real and
imaginary components. The real part is p∑
i=1
n′∑
j=1
cos(λjti)|i〉〈j|
 n′∑
j=1
aj |j〉
 (1.57)
and the imaginary component gives p∑
i=1
n′∑
j=1
sin(λjti)|i〉〈j|
 n′∑
j=1
aj |j〉
 (1.58)
Given that all these times ti are less than t0, the half period of the system, all of these rows must be linearly
independent from each other. (Since we are assuming the Hamiltonian is real and performs perfect transfer,
the system is periodic with a period 2t0.) Hence, if a suitable set of an is to possibly exist, it must be the
case that
2p+ d ≤ n′ ≤ n (1.59)
Ideally, we want the maximum transfer distance, which would be n− 1 (a chain), imposing that p = 0. The
only way to increase the perfect transfer rate is to reduce the transfer distance. However, you cannot also
lower the state transfer time (as you would expect by shortening the transfer distance). This is because the
Margolus-Levitin theorem [35] imposes a minimum time for evolving between two orthogonal states, such as
a |1A〉 as an input state and the |0A〉 required for the next input. Hence the transfer time is bounded from
below by (p+1)pi/(4
∑
j J1j). In some sense, the “standard” perfect state transfer chains saturate the bound
for a chain of n qubits, any state |j〉 transfers a distance D = n+ 1− 2j, but there are j − 1 distinct times
ti such that 〈j|e−iH1ti |j〉 = 0. Unfortunately, however, these times are not equally spaced, so they are not
useful for achieving a high rate of transfer.
1.9 Limitations over the uniformly coupled chain
It is desirable to maximise the distance over which communication is possible for a fixed number of qubits.
The simplest and optimal arrangement, in this case, is just a linear chain of n qubits, where A and B are
the qubits at opposite ends of the chain.
Let us start with the XY chain of qubits, with uniform couplings Ji,i+1 = 1 for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The
Hamiltonian reads
H =
1
2
n−1∑
i=1
σxi σ
x
i+1 + σ
y
i σ
y
i+1 (1.60)
In this case, one can compute fAB(t) explicitly by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian or the corresponding
adjacency matrix. The eigenstates and the corresponding eigenvalues are given by
|k˜〉 =
√
2
n+ 1
n∑
j=1
sin
(
pikj
n+ 1
)
(1.61)
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and
λk = Ek = −2 cos kpi
n+ 1
(1.62)
with k = 1, ..., n. Thus
fAB(t) =
2
n+ 1
n∑
k=1
sin
(
pik
n+ 1
)
sin
(
pikn
n+ 1
)
e−iEkt (1.63)
Perfect state transfer from one end of the chain to another is possible for n = 2 and n = 3, where we find
that fAB(t) = −i sin(t) and fAB(t) = − sin2(t/
√
2) respectively. Hence, for perfect state transfer, that is, to
have |fAB(t0)| = 1, we have
t0 =
{
pi/2, for n=2,
pi/
√
2, for n=3,
(1.64)
in the units of energy inverse. We have shown that perfect state transfer is possible for chains containing 2
or 3 qubits. It can be now shown that it is not possible to get perfect state transfer for n ≥ 4. This work
was originally done in [21]. A chain is symmetric about its centre. Hence the rationality for eigenvalues
condition equation (1.38) for perfect state transfer applies for all longer chains. If we pick specific values
l = 2, j = n − 1, l′ = 1, and j′ = n, then using the expression for eigenvalues for the chain, this condition
becomes
cos 2pin+1
cos pin+1
∈ Q (1.65)
to hold for the perfect state transfer. The concept of algebraic numbers can be used to find the value of n
for which the above condition holds. An algebraic number x is a complex number that satisfies a polynomial
equation of the form
a0x
m + a1x
m−1 + ...+ am−1x+ am = 0, (1.66)
with integral coefficients ai. Every algebraic number α satisfies a unique polynomial equation of least degree.
The degree of this polynomial is called the degree of α. If α satisfies a polynomial of degree m, then it i called
an algebraic integer of degree α. An algebraic integer of degree m is also number of degree m. Rational
numbers are algebraic numbers with degree 1, and numbers with degree ≥ 2 are necessarily irrational. If
n > 1, and gcd(k, n + 1) = 1 then cos[pik/(n + 1)] is an algebraic integer of degree φ(2(n + 1))/2, where φ
is the Euler phi function and we have that φ(2(n+ 1))/2 ≥ 3 for n ≥ 6. See Irrational numbers by Lehmer
(Mathematical Association of America, 1956).
It we assume that the expression of the form
cos 2θ
cos θ
=
p
q
∈ Q p, q ∈ Z (1.67)
(with θ = pi/(n + 1) is an algebraic number of degree ≥ 3) is rational then using trigonometric identity
cos 2θ = 2 cos2 θ − 1 we have
cos2 θ − p
2q
cos θ − 1
2
= 0 (1.68)
which has rational coefficients. This means that cos θ is algebraic with degree ≤ 2. Hence, this is a con-
tradiction and cos 2θ/ cos θ must be irrational. Therefore, this strictly proves that for n ≥ 6, perfect state
transfer is impossible (between the end vertices of the chain) as deg(n) ≥ 3. Furthermore, for n = 4 and
n = 5 similar calculations show that
cos 2θ
cos θ
=
p
q
/∈ Q. (1.69)
We, therefore, in conclusion, have that it is impossible to perform perfect state transfer in unmodulated
chains of constant coupling for number of nodes n ≥ 4.
However, modulated chains can allow perfect transfer over arbitrary long distances as we shall see in
the next section. This has been explored in [21] as the column method for pseudo-hyperspin. The result
is to select the coupling Ji =
√
i(n− i) and the chain magically supports perfect state transfer. But such
modulations over a considerable length of chain is very hard to engineer experimentally.
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1.10 Perfect State Transfer in long and weighted chains
The workaround to enable perfect state transfer for chains with length n ≥ 4, the idea of projecting a
hypercube (see chapter 4 for detailed study on hypercubes) onto a spin chain was originally studied in [21].
The hypercube Qk resulting from the k−fold Cartesian product (see section 2.3.2) of one-link graph has the
property that it can seen as arrangement of its vertices as columns such that there are no edges between the
vertices within any column and edges only join vertices in different columns. And furthermore, each vertex
in column i must have the same number of incoming (from column i − 1) and outgoing (to column i + 1)
edges as all other vertices in that column (it is simply due to the property of hypercubes that each vertex
has the same number of adjacent vertices).
Let Qk be arranged in nc columns, call the graph as G. The size of each column is ci := |Gi| =nc−1Ci−1
and label the vertices in each column as Gij with j = {1, 2, ..., ci}. Start with a vertex A, then the ith column
is i − 1 edges away from the vertex A. From each column there are edges going backward to the previous
column and edges going forward to the next column (except for the end columns). These are denoted as
Cfori := {(Gij , k) : j ∈ {1, ..., ci}, k ∈ {1, ..., fi}}
Cbacki := {(Gij , k) : j ∈ {1, ..., ci}, k ∈ {1, ..., bi}}
(1.70)
where fi and bi denote the number of forward and backward edges, respectively, for the ith column. If all
the edges are to have ends, then |Cfori | = |Cbacki |. Since there is only one vertex (qubit) in the first column
(c1 = 1), each vertex in the second column has only a single edge going backward, implying b1 = 1. Starting
from this boundary condition, and that fi and bi must be integers for all 1 ≤ i ≤ nc, we have the condition
that
cifi = ci+1bi+1 (1.71)
which implies
fi
bi+1
=
nc − i
i
. (1.72)
The solution for this is to choose fi = nc − i and bi = i − 1. Therefore, we end up with a graph such that
for every pair of numbers (i, j), Gij ic onnected with nc − i columns in Gi+1 and each vertex in Gi+1 is
connected with i− 1 vertices in Gi.
We define the vectors that span the column space Hc as,
| col i〉 := 1√
ci
ci∑
j=1
|Gij〉. (1.73)
Class of networks with this column representation have the special property that throughout the quantum
evolution with the adjacency matrix the instantaneous state always remains in the column space Hc. Thus,
it can be seen as the problem of perfect state transfer from G11 to Gnc1, for instance. Also note that the
antipodal vertices of a hypercube constructed from one-link and two-link graphs admit perfect state transfer
(see next section). The matrix elements of the adjacency matrix of G, restricted to the column space are
given as
Ji := 〈col i|HG| col i+ 1〉 =
√
i(i− nc). (1.74)
The matrix form is
J =

0 J1 0 0 ... 0
J1 0 J2 0 ... 0
0 J2 0 J3 ... 0
0 0 J3 0 ... 0
...
...
...
...
. . . Jnc−1
0 0 0 0 Jnc−1 0

(1.75)
This is because
〈col i|HG| col i+ 1〉 = 1√
cici+1
ci∑
j=1
ci+1∑
j′=1
〈Gij |HG|Gi+1j′〉 (1.76)
=
1√
cici+1
ci(nc − 1) =
√
i(nc − i). (1.77)
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Clearly, this is identical to the matrix form of the XY -model chain with just specially engineered coupling
strengths {Ji} sch that the Hamiltonian is
HG ≡ HXY = 1
2
nc−1∑
j=1
Jj
(
σxj σ
x
j+1 + σ
y
j σ
y
j+1
)
(1.78)
where Jj is given by equation (1.74). Such a chain must allow perfect state transfer over any length nc
(where we redefine |A〉 := | col 1〉 and |B〉 := | colnc〉) because the hypercube does (see next section). Similar
weighted chain can be realised with the Heisenberg model with local magnetic fields as
HG ≡ HHei = 1
2
nc−1∑
j=1
Jj~σj · ~σj+1 +
nc∑
j=1
Bjσ
z
j (1.79)
with Bj =
1
2 (Jj−1 + Jj)− 12(nc−2)
∑nc−1
k=1 Jk which has been specially chosen to cancel the diagonal elements
to bring the XY and Heisenberg model on equal grounds. This model is now perfectly equivalent to the
transfer dynamics of a weighted chain with nc vertices (qubits). With this idea of projecting a hypercube to
a spin chain, we see that the chain is enabled for perfect state transfer with the difference being that it is
now modulated with special coupling strengths which gives rise to a weighted chain graph.
1.11 Perfect state transfer over greater distances
Perfect state transfer over arbitrary distances is impossible for a simple unmodulated spin chain (limited
to n = 2 and n = 3 only!). Clearly it is desirable to find a class of graphs that allow state transfer over
larger distances. One approach to achieved this apart from modulation of spin chains is to construct larger
arbitrary graphs using the graph products of small blocks of n = 2 or n = 3 which serve as the fundamental
building blocks for such construction. One well explored construction is through the Cartesian product of
linear chains proposed in [21]. We examine the d-fold Cartesian product of one-link (two-vertex) and two-link
(three-vertex) chain G. We denote this by Gd := dG where the square denotes the Cartesian product of
G with itself. See section 2.3.2 for details and construction of Cartesian product of graphs. Following the
binary and ternary representation for the vertex labeling as in chapter 4, consider two antipodal vertices
A(0, 0, ..., 0) and B(1, 1, ..., 1) (labels of length d each) for for one-link. Similarly, for two-link hypercube we
have the antipodal points as A(0, 0, ..., 0) and B(2, 2, ..., 2) respectively. This can be proved that for any
dimension d |fAB(t)| = 1 for t = t0 = pi/2 and t = t0 = pi/
√
2 respectively! This means that over this large
hypercube the perfect transfer takes place in the same time as the one-link and two-link chain respectively.
Hence, t0 is the perfect state transfer time for transfer between antipodal vertices A and B for G
d also.
The first sign of perfect state transfer for hypercubes can be seen due to equation (1.38). For hypercubes
from one-link and two-link seed graph G, the ratios of differences of all possible eigenvalues are rational,
which permits perfect state transfer. Furthermore, it can be proved strongly by construction. As already
established, the Hamiltonian dynamics of XY interaction Hamiltonian is identical to the dynamics of the
adjacency matrix in the first excitation subspace. This holds equally for the Cartesian product of G, by
construction. Hence,
H = A(Gd) =
d−1∑
j=0
I
⊗j ⊗A(G)⊗ I⊗d−j−1 (1.80)
and
e−iHt = (e−iA(G)t)⊗d (1.81)
Thus, if we evolve the system for time t0, we get perfect state transfer along each dimension. Each term
in the tensor product applies to a different element of the basis. We therefore achieve perfect state transfer
between A and B as well as between any qubit and its mirror vertex qubit. The fidelity of the state transfer
is simply the dth power of the fidelity for the original chain:
FGd(t) = [FG]
d(t) =
{
sind(t), for 2d vertices
sin2d(t/
√
2), for 3d vertices.
(1.82)
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This formalism also extends over to the Heisenberg couping Hamiltonian. This is because, in the case of a
two-qubit chain, the Hamiltonian in the single excitation subspace is represented by a matrix with identical
diagonal elements, and hence is the same as the Hamiltonian of an XY model up to a constant energy
shift, which just adds a global phase factor. Hence, the same hypercube transfer dynamics holds true for
Heisenberg scheme. Thus, any quantum state can be perfectly transferred between the two antipodes of the
one-link and two-link hypercubes of any dimensions in constant time.
1.12 Contribution from this thesis on hypercubes and beyond
The above discussion motivates the idea of finding other graph products or class of graphs which might
support perfect transfer. Cartesian product is the simplest such product which has been explored. Other
products are not so physically relevant as the Cartesian product. Basically, this defines a growing architecture
scheme for connectivity in a quantum processor. However, for large d, the difference between 2d and 2d+1
is very large and it makes little sense experimentally to add this many qubits in a system to allow for
perfect state transfer. Moreover, for large d, the cost of adding so many edges (physically establishing
precisely the same coupling strength) in the system just to establish perfect state transfer between only pair
of antipodal nodes, is too high. In this thesis work, we propose our scheme which is based on the hypercube
result for long distance transfer which primarily resolves these two challenges to the hypercube architecture.
Our scheme in chapter 4 enables perfect state transfer from all-to-all nodes for arbitrary number of qubits!
Hennce, the problem of routing of states can be resolved. It also features that one qubit can be added
each time individually in our architecture. This also complies with the current experimental challenges for
the realization of quantum computing where a small number of qubits can be added into the processor for
scalability.
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Chapter 2
Graph Theory
In this chapter we briefly discuss some fundamental concepts related to graphs, and matrices associated with
graphs. We primarily focus on finite, simple graphs: those without loops or multiple edges. Further details
can be found in [36].
2.1 Graphs, Adjacency matrices and graph Laplacian matrices
A graph is an ordered pair G = (V,E), where
• V denotes the set of vertices {vi}(also called nodes or points), and
• E ⊆ {{x, y}|(x, y) ∈ V × V, x 6= y} denotes the set of edges (also called links or lines), which are
unordered pairs of vertices (i.e., an edge is associated with two distinct vertices)
The adjacency matrix associated with a graph G is denoted by A(G) = [aij ],where
aij =
{
1, if (i, j) ∈ E
0, otherwise
Let G be a graph on n vertices, that is, |V | = n. Then obviously, A(G) is a symmetric matrix of order n×n.
Let vi ∈ V. Then the degree of vi is defined as deg(vi) =
∑n
j=1 aij .
The degree matrix D(G) of G is a diagonal matrix where
D(G) ≡ [dii] = deg(vi) (2.1)
The graph Laplacian matrix L(G) associated with the graph G is defined as
L(G) = D(G)−A(G) (2.2)
which is equivalent to saying
L(G) ≡ [lij ] =

deg(vi), if i = j
−1, if i 6= j, and (i, j) ∈ E
0, otherwise.
The signless Laplacian matrix corresponding to G is defined by
L+(G) = D(G) +A(G). (2.3)
2.2 More general properties of graphs
Following are some more general definitions of the graphs which may play a role in PST for specific class of
graphs.
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• Signed graph: A signed graph is an ordered tuple G = (V,E, σ) where V denotes the set of nodes,
E ⊆ V × V , the edge set, and σ : E −→ {+,−} is called the signature function. This another degree
added to the definition of a graph. An obvious way to construct a signed graph from a marked graph
is be defining the sign of an edge of the marked graph as the product of signs of its adjacent vertices.
Thus, the sign of an edge is the product of its signs of vertices it connects.
• Marked graph: We can assign a marking {±} to the nodes or vertices along with naming them. This
adds more degree of freedom to the graph which can be captured by additional functions. A graph is
called a marked graph if every node of the graph is marked by either a positive or negative sign. Thus
a marked graph is a tuple G = (V,E, µ) where V is the node set, E the edge set and µ : V → +,− is
called the marking function. There are various possible marking schemes. Let us look at the following
two conventional ways of marking the vertices.
– Canonical marking scheme: Defined from a signed (see next definition) graph G = (V,E, σ)
by defining the marking of a node v ∈ V as
µ(v) =
∏
e∈Ev
σ(e) (2.4)
where Ev is the set of signed edges adjacent at v.
– Plurality marking scheme: We define plurality marking of a node v of a signed graph G =
(V,E, σ) as
µ(v) =
{
+, if max{d+(v), d−(v)} = d+
−, Otherwise
Hence a node is negatively marked in plurality marking scheme only when d−(v) > d+(v).
• Balanced graph: A signed network is balanced if and only if all its cycles are balanced. A signed
cycle is called balanced if the number of negative edges in it is even. In other words, a graph is balanced
if all its cycles (vacuum-loops) or cliques are balanced. More rigorously it can be stated as follows. Let
G be a graph with vertices v1, .., vn and cliques C1, .., Cm . The (0,1) matrix A = (aij) where aij is 1 iff
vertex vi belongs to clique Cj is called a clique matrix of G. A (0,1)-matrix is balanced if it does not
contain the vertex-edge incidence matrix of an odd-cycle as a submatrix (that is, it contains no square
submatrix of odd order with exactly two 1s per row and per column). A graph is balanced if its clique
matrix is balanced.
• Regularity: A regular graph is a graph where each vertex has the same number of neighbors; i.e.
every vertex has the same degree or valency. A regular directed graph must also satisfy the stronger
condition that the indegree and outdegree of each vertex are equal to each other. A regular graph with
vertices of degree k is called a k-regular graph or regular graph of degree k. Also, from the handshaking
lemma, a regular graph of odd degree will contain an even number of vertices. A signed regular graph
can be defined in the sense that signed regularity (say, d+(vi) − d−(vi) = d, constant) for all vertices
vi ∈ V (G).
Therefore, a graph generally is a 4-tuple G(V,E, σ, µ). To take products of two graphs we first start by
defining a graph with signed edges or marked vertices and find the other using a scheme we wish to follow
in accordance with the graph operation involved. Then, the new edge signing in the new product graph can
be found using the same scheme(s).
2.3 Product Graphs
Two graphs can be operated with a defined operation that gives another resultant graph. A graph product is
a binary operation on graphs. Specifically, it is an operation that takes two graphs G1 and G2 and produces
a graph H with the following properties:
• The vertex set of H is the Cartesian product V (G1)× V (G2), where V (G1) and V (G2) are the vertex
sets of G1 and G2, respectively.
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• Two vertices (u1, u2) and (v1, v2) of H are connected by an edge if and only if the vertices u1, u2, v1,
and v2 satisfy a condition that takes into account the edges of G1 and G2. The graph products differ
in exactly which this condition is.
Graph product is a very important operation for this work as it defines a new ’larger’ graph from the initial
graphs. This is helpful in describing a growing network which multiplies according to some defined graph
product rule. In this thesis, we are specifically concerned with Wedge product, Cartesian product and Corona
product of graphs.
2.3.1 Wedge product of graphs
This section follows the wedge product as proposed in [9] and describes the general action of coupling
Hamiltonians in different excitation spaces
Definition 1. We define the wedge product ∧kG of a graph G to be the graph with vertex set V (∧kG) :=
{(v0, v1, ..., vk−1)|vj ∈ V (G), vk−1 > vk−2 > ... > v0}. We write vertices of ∧kG as v0 ∧ v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1. We
connect two vertices v0∧ v1∧ ...∧ vk−1 and w0∧w1∧ ...∧wk−1 in ∧kG with an edge if there is a permutation
pi ∈ Sk (Sk is a permutation group on k distinguish entities) such that wj = vpi(j) for all j = 0, 1, ..., k − 1
except at one place j = pi(l) where (vl, wpi(l)) ∈ E(G) is an edge in G. The Hilbert space H∧kG of the graph
∧kG is isomorphic to ∧k(HG). Exterior vector space ∧kG is spanned by vectors |v0 ∧ v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1〉 where
no two vectors |vj〉, |vk〉,∀j 6= k, are the same.
Wedge product for corresponding Hilbert space ∧kG is defined as ∧ : HG ×HG × ...×HG −→
⊗k−1
l=0 HG
with action on the vectors as
|v0 ∧ v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1〉 := 1
k!
∑
pi∈Sk
(pi)|vpi(0), vpi(1), ..., vpi(k−1)〉 (2.5)
where (pi) is the sign of the permutation pi. This defines the basis for ∧kG as {|v0 ∧ v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1〉} with
vj ∈ V (G) and vk−1 > vk−2 > ... > v0. Furthermore, Γk (defined in section 1.2) and ∧k have the same
dimension and they are isomorphic vector spaces over C. The correspondence can be assigned by identifying
the state |1v0 , 1v1 , ..., 1vk−1〉 ∈ Γk which has a 1 at positions or vertices vk−1 > vk−2 > ... > v0 and zeros
elsewhere, with the basis vector |v0 ∧ v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1〉 ∈ ∧kHG.
We show how the structure of ∧G is captured by the adjacency matrix for for ∧G. And then show its
action is identical to HXY in that excitation space. Let B(HG) be the space of all bound operators on HG.
And let M ∈ B(HG) be a linear operator fromHG toHG. Define the operation ∆k : B(HG) −→
⊗k−1
j=0 B(HG)
as
∆k(M) :=
k−1∑
j=0
I01...j−1 ⊗Mj ⊗ Ij+1...k−1. (2.6)
Dimension of
⊗kHG is greater than that of ∧kHG. We define the projection Alt : ⊗kHG −→ ∧kHG by
Alt |φ0, φ1, ..., φk−1〉 := 1
k!
∑
pi∈Sk
(pi)pi [|φ0, φ1, ..., φk−1〉] (2.7)
=
1
k!
∑
pi∈Sk
(pi)|φpi(0), φpi(1), ..., φpi(k−1)〉 (2.8)
where the action of the symmetric group Sk on the basis kets is evident and Alt
† = Alt (because it is a
projection). The analogous adjacency matrix (signed version) for ∧G is generally defined by
C(∧kG) = Alt ∆k[A(G)] Alt (2.9)
which generally contained negative entries also. It can be calculated that 〈v0 ∧ v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1|C(∧kG)|v0 ∧
v1 ∧ ... ∧ vk−1〉 = ±1 iff vj = wj for all j except at exactly one place j = l where (vj , wl) ∈ E(G). All
other entries are exactly zero. The unsigned adjacency matrix A(∧kG) is the matrix obtained after replacing
all instances of −1 by +1 in the obtained matrix C(∧kG). Using the spectral decomposition of A(G), the
spectral properties of C(∧kG) can be obtained as in [9].
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As evident from equation (1.1), the Hamiltonian HXY action on |φ〉 = |1v, 1v1 , ..., 1vk−1〉 ∈ Γk is to move
the 1 at position i to j if and only if there is no 1 in the j place. In this way, we can say that the Hamiltonian
HXY maps the state |φ〉 to an equal superposition if all states which are identical to |φ〉 at all indices except
at one place. So, a 1 at a given place has been moved along an edge e ∈ E(G) as long as there is no 1 at the
endpoint of e. This is identical to the action of A(∧kG) on Γk. Similarly, an observation can be made for
Laplacian matrix in Γk.
The action of HXY (and respectively HHei), when restricted to Γ
k is the same as that of the adjacency
matrix (and respectively Laplacian) of ∧kG.
2.3.2 Cartesian product of graphs
Definition 2. The Cartesian product of two graphs G := {V (G), E(G)} and H := {V (H), E(H)} is a graph
G ×H whose vertex is a set V (G) × V (H) and two of its vertices (g, h) and (g′, h′) are adjacent iff one of
the following conditions hold
• g = g′ and {h, h′} ∈ E(H)
• h = h′ and {g, g′} ∈ E(G).
Furthermore, if |k〉 is an eigenvector of A(G) with corresponding eigenvalue Ek and |l〉 is an eigenvector
of A(H) with corresponding eigenvalue El, then |k〉 ⊗ |l〉 is an eigenvector of A(G×H) with corresponding
eigenvalue Ek + El. Here, A(·) is the adjacency matrix. This happens due to the underlying construction
A(G×H) = A(G)⊗ IV (H) + IV (G) ⊗A(H). (2.10)
This is exactly as forming the composite system out of two sub-systems in quantum theory. All the same
construction applies.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.1: Part (a) shows the first four Cartesian product of K2 or Q1 with itself. These are the first five
hypercubes. The new edges formed due to the fourth Cartesian product 4(G) is shown in red for clarity.
Part (b) shows the first two Cartesian product of two-link graph G with itself.
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2.3.3 Corona product of graphs
We state a relatively new and special kind of product called the Corona product. Corona product of graphs
was introduced by Frucht and Harary in 1970 [37][38][39]. Given two unsigned and unmarked graphs G and
H, the corona product of G and H is a graph, we denote it by G ◦ H, which is constructed by taking n
instances of H and each such H gets connected to each node of G, where n is the number of nodes of G.
Starting with a connected simple graph G, we define corona graphs which are obtained by taking corona
product of G with itself iteratively. In this case, G is called the seed graph for the corona graphs. Using a
seed is exactly the same approach as the chain building blocks were considered previously.
Now we state the definition of the signed Corona product of two graphs.
Definition 3. Let G1 = (V1, E1, σ1, µ1) and G1 = (V2, E2, σ2, µ2) be signed graphs on n and k nodes
respectively. Then corona product G1 ◦G2 of G1, G2 is a signed graph by taking one copy of G1 and n copies
of G2, and then forming a signed edge from ith node of G1 to every node of the ith copy of G2 for all i. The
sign of the new edge between ith node of G1 , say u and jth node in the ith copy of G2 , say v is given by
µ1(u)µ2(v) where µ is a marking scheme defined by σi, i = 1, 2.
For instance, the corona product G1 ◦ G2 of signed graphs G1 and G2 is shown in figure 2.2. Note that
canonical and plurality marking are same for the graph G2 . For G1 the marking of the nodes 1,3 are same
for canonical and plurality markings, whereas the canonical and plurality markings of node 2 are − and +
respectively. Thus the choice of the marking function produce different corona product graphs.
Figure 2.2: The corona product of G1 ◦G2 is shown in (c), (d) with canonical and plurality marking functions
on Gi , i = 1, 2.
Let G = G(0) be a simple connected graph [39]. Then the corona graphs G(m) corresponding to the seed
graph G are defined by
G(m) = G(m−1) ◦G (2.11)
where m(≥ 1) is a natural number. For example, the corona graphs G(1) and G(2) corresponding to the seed
graph K3 are shown in figure 2.3.
The following are some observations associated with corona graphs.
• The number of nodes in G(m) is
|V (G(m))| = n(n+ 1)m (2.12)
• If k is the number of edges in the seed graph G(0) then the number of edges in G(m) is
|E(G(m))| = k + (k + n)((n+ 1)m−1 − 1) (2.13)
• The number of nodes added in ith (i ≤ m) step during the formation of G(m) is n2(n+ 1)i−1.
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Figure 2.3: Examples of the Corona graphs (a) Seed graph K3 (b) Corona graph for G
(1) , and (c) Corona
graph for G(2)
We can do the similar construction of the signed graphs using a signed and marked seed. Let us define the
adjacency and the Laplacian matrix of the signed graphs Corona product as well. We focus on the spectral
properties of G1 ◦G2 . Let G1 = (V1, E1, σ1, µ1) and G2 = (V2, E2, σ2, µ2) be two signed graphs with n and
k number of nodes, respectively. Suppose V1 = u1, ..., un and V2 = v1, ..., vk. Let us denote the marking
vectors corresponding to vertices in G1 and G2 as
µ[V1] = [µ1(u1) µ1(u2) ... µ1(un)] and µ[V2] = [µ2(v1) µ2(v2) ... µ2(vk)] (2.14)
where µj(u) = 1 if marking of u = +, otherwise µj(u) = −1, j = 1, 2. Defining a matrix
diag(µ[V1]) = diag(µ1(u1), µ1(u2), ..., µ1(un)) (2.15)
defined using the marking µ[V1], and similarly for V2.
Then with a suitable labeling of the nodes the adjacency matrix of G1 ◦G2 is given by
A(G1 ◦G2) =
[
A(G1) µ[V2]⊗ diag(µ[V1])
µ[V2]
T ⊗ diag(µ[V1]) A(G2)⊗ In
]
(2.16)
where A(Gi) denotes the adjacency matrix associated with Gi , i = 1, 2, ⊗ denotes the Kronecker product
of matrices, In is the identity matrix of order n.
Similarly we have the definition for the Laplacian of the Corona product of two graphs G1 and G2 as
L(G1 ◦G2) =
[
L(G1) + kIn −µ[V2]⊗ diag(µ[V1])
−µ[V2]T ⊗ diag(µ[V1]) (L(G2) + Ik)⊗ In
]
(2.17)
with rest similar definitions as for the adjacency matrix of the product. We can use these definitions to
recursively construct G(m) using G1 = G
(m−1) and G2 = G and so on.
Theorems on construction of eigenvalues and eigenvalues for product of corona graphs
Constructing the higher order adjacency and Laplacian matrices using the previous section definitions is easy
when done recursively. However, we need the eigenvalues and eigenvectors for these matrices which can be
very tedious for even m ≥ 4 with n = 4. We thus require some algorithm to construct the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors recursively. This in general is not known, but for certain special graphs, this is possible if these
special constrains on the graphs being multiplied are satisfied. We state two such extremely useful theorems
(Theorem 2.3 and Theorem 2.6) extracted from [37] (without stating the proof here).
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Theorem 1. Let G1 be any signed graph on n nodes and G2 be a net-regular signed graph on k nodes
having net-regularity d. Let (λi, Xi) be an adjacency eigenpair of G1, and (ηj , Yj) be an eigenpair of G2,
i = 1, ..., n, and j = 1, ..., k. Let ηk = d. Then an adjacency eigenpair of G1 ◦ G2 is given by (λ(i)± , Z(i)± ),
i = 1, ..., n where
λ
(i)
± =
d+ λi
√
(d− λi)2 + 4k
2
, and Z
(i)
± =

Xi
µ(v1)
λ
(i)
± −d
diag(µ[V1])Xi
µ(v2)
λ
(i)
± −d
diag(µ[V1])Xi
...
µ(vk)
λ
(i)
± −d
diag(µ[V1])Xi

(2.18)
In addition, if all the nodes in G2 are either positively or negatively marked, that is µ[V2] = Ik or −Ik then(
ηj ,
[
0
Yj ⊗ ei
])
(2.19)
is an eigenpair of G1 ◦G2 where j = 1, ..., k − 1, and {ei : i = 1, ..., n} the standard basis of Rn .
Theorem 2. Let G1 = (V1, E1, σ1, µ1) be a signed graph on n nodes and G2 = (V2, E2, σ2, µ2) be a signed
graph on k nodes. Let V2 = v1, ..., vk. Let (λi, Xi) be a signed Laplacian eigenpair of G1, and (ηj , Yj) are
signed Laplacian eigenpairs of G2, i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., k. Let d
− = d−j denote the negative degree of every
node vj in G2 . Then a signed Laplacian eigenpair of G1 ◦G2 is given by (λ(i)± , Z(i)± ) where
λ
(i)
± =
2d− + 1 + λi + k +±
√
[(2d− + 1)− (λi + k)]2 + 4k
2
Z
(i)
± =

Xi
− µ(v1)
λ
(i)
± (2d−+1)
diag(µ[V1])Xi
− µ(v2)
λ
(i)
± (2d−+1)
diag(µ[V1])Xi
...
− µ(vk)
λ
(i)
± (2d−+1)
diag(µ[V1])Xi

(2.20)
where i = 1, ..., n. Let ηk = 2d
− . In addition if all the nodes in G2 are marked either positively or negatively
marked then an eigenpair of G1 ◦G2 is (
ηj + 1,
[
0
Yj ⊗ ei
])
(2.21)
is an eigenpair of G1 ◦G2 where j = 1, ..., k − 1, and {ei : i = 1, ..., n} the standard basis of Rn .
Both these theorems together give all the ordered eigenpairs for higher order Corona products recursively.
They can be used when these special conditions mentioned in the theorems are satisfied and approaching the
calculation for perfect state transfer is a lot easier.
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Chapter 3
Perfect State Transfer under Corona
product of signed graphs
This chapter corresponds to Part-I of the thesis project and was aimed at studying the perfect state transfer
for signed graphs under the Corona product (as discussed in section 2.3.3). This consists of some important
theorems and numerical results. Results from Part-II of the thesis are contained in chapters 4,5 and 6.
3.1 No perfect state transfer in Corona product of graphs under
Laplacian
A general discussion for conditions for PST under Corona product of graphs is presented in [40]. A negative
result indicating that no perfect state transfer is possible between any vertices of resulting Corona product
of two given graphs, is obtained in [19]. We first present the the Theorem 4.1 in this paper.
Theorem 3. Let G be a connected graph on n ≥ 2 vertices and ~H = (H1, . . . ,Hn) be an n-tuple of graphs
on m ≥ 1 vertices. Then there is no Laplacian perfect state transfer in G ◦ ~H.
The proof of this theorem can be found in [19]. Here, the second graph is a tuple of n graphs for each
vertex of G. This is more general scenario of Corona product where each vertex of G is associated with
a different graph Hj . Construction of this product is also given in section 3 of the same paper. This is a
very strong result for Corona product. This result holds for the Laplacian evolution of the graph (that is,
under Heisenberg coupling interaction of qubits) and is related to the impossibility of Laplacian perfect state
transfer for trees [18]. Therefore, now adjacency state transfer remains to be explored for Corona product.
More freedom can be explored in state transfer by using signed graphs which may support PST.
3.2 Pretty good state transfer under Corona product of graphs
The previous section indicates that there is no PST in Corona. However, there is a concept of pretty good
state transfer where the fidelity is below 100% but still close to it [15][17]. Work done in [19] presents two
theorems on pretty good state transfer in Coronas that we restate here without their proof. These theorems
are very strong results for state transfer under Corona product. Proofs can be found in the original work.
Theorem 4. Let G be a graph on n vertices and ~H = (H1, . . . ,Hn) be an n-tuple of graphs on m ≥ 1
vertices. Suppose G has perfect state transfer between vertices u and v, and let 2r be the greatest power of
two dividing each element of the eigenvalue support of u. If 2r+1 divides m + 1, then there is pretty good
state transfer between vertices (u, 0) and (v, 0) in G ◦ ~H.
These are the sufficient conditions for pretty good state transfer under Corona product of graphs.
Theorem 5. Let ~H = (H1, H2) be a pair of graphs on m ≥ 1 vertices. Then K2 ◦ ~H has pretty good state
transfer between the vertices of K2.
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This theorem establishes a particular class of Corona graphs where the pretty good transfer is possible.
In the light of these three theorems and subsection 1.6.3 what remains to explore are the signed balanced
graphs under the Corona product with XY coupling. And also the unbalanced signed XY and Heisenberg
coupling based graphs under Corona. We use Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 to construct some specific graphs
and numerically study perfect state transfer and pretty good state transfer under Corona product (for the
marking schemes mentioned in section 2.3.3) for both XY and Heisenberg interactions.
3.3 Numerical study of some signed graphs under Corona product
Some conclusive results based on the previous section study are presented here. All the results and conclusions
for the current progress are based on numerical study and examples based on construction. We start with
constructing the Hamiltonian (and thereby the adjacency and the Laplacian matrices) of a possible graph
and then calculate the fidelity of a perfect state transfer from a given node to another given node of the
graph. Perfect transfer is possible if a non-zero and finite time t0 exists at which fidelity is unity. Most
often the value of this t0 is not very important for our work as is the check for a perfect transfer. If perfect
transfer is possible for some time t0, it is enough evident to classify the possible graphs which support perfect
quantum state transfer. We plot the fidelity as a variation of time as a parameter in the problem. For
mirror-symmetric graphs between a chosen pair of nodes, the fidelity is periodic as a function of time for the
given pair of nodes. If periodicity does not hold, then fidelity follows quite complicated variation w.r.t. time
evolution in large graphs. Numerics has been performed in Wolfram Mathematics 11.3.
Example: 1
This is the case of a 2-clique signed graph as shown in figure 3.1. This is the simplest example of net regular
balanced signed graph that satisfies Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. Perfect transfer is possible from node 1 to
node 3 and vice versa and also node 2 to node 4 and vice versa (shown in green). Perfect transfer is forbidden
for the rest combinations, which are all adjacent (shown in red). All vertices are negatively marked according
to canonical marking scheme. Graph is mirror symmetric between 1 & 3 and 2 & 4 and hence the transfer is
periodic with a period 2t0 = pi, with t0 as the time for perfect transfer from one node to another. All these
properties are summarised by finding that the fidelity is
F (t) = sin2(t) (3.1)
for both the cases. For most cases, the fidelity is not at all simple to calculate in compact analytical form as
above and instead only numerical computation is possible.
Figure 3.1: 2-clique signed graph. Simplest case for a signed graph that is net-regular and balanced with
markings as shown. All edge weights are ±1, with solid lines as +1 and dotted lines as -1.
The first self corona product is shown in figure 3.2
More self-corona products with the seed can be found out in similar fashion. The fidelity between 1 &
3 and 2 & 4 is observed to decrease as m increases. This is plotted in figure 3.3. This implies that Corona
product for this graph does not support perfect state transfer and it satisfies the conclusions drawn in the
previous section. These corona products are balanced and any signed balanced graph has the same transfer
dynamics as its unsigned version where (in this case), corona product perfect state transfer is forbidden for
Laplacian and adjacency constructions.
Inferences from this example are as follows:
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Figure 3.2: First corona product (m = 1) of signed 2-clique.
Figure 3.3: Plot of maximum fidelity max[F (t)] vs m between nodes 1 & 3 and 2 & 4.
• Fidelity between any two nodes in any graph decreases as m increases (more graph bulk increases) for
most (not all) graphs.
• Symmetry is important factor. In many cases, symmetric ends support perfect transfer.
Example: 2
There is not much similarity between graph dynamics when we change a graph slightly. This can be seen in
this example. It does not support perfect state transfer between any given pair of nodes over all vertices.
Fidelity below 90% is practically very bad in terms of experiments and hence this example is a bad archi-
tecture. The maximum fidelity allowed by this seed graph is only 0.68. However, the first corona product of
this graph allows the same fidelity between 1 & 3 which does not decay (another important observation).
Figure 3.4: Another non-trivial example forming a signed hexagon K6.
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Example: 3
In this example of signed K8, the near perfect quantum state transfer is possible between diametrically
opposite ends. Also notice that the effective distance between these ends is more than the length of a n = 3
chain yet a near perfect transfer is possible due to the signed graph nature and also the cyclicity imposed.
The corona products of the graph offers decaying fidelity similar to the 2-clique graph and much less
fidelity on the rest of the pair of nodes.
Figure 3.5: Another non-trivial example forming a signed octagon K8. Near perfect state transfer is possible.
Example: 4
This is the fist non-trivial and simplest example of a signed unbalanced graph that satisfies the net-regularity
and net-negative degree to make use of the concerned theorems for the adjacency and Laplacian eigenvalues
and eigenvectors. It allows prfect state transfer for two symmetric adjacent nodes as shown in figure 3.6. The
importance of this graph is that it is not proved to show forbidden perfect state transfer for corona products.
However, the dynamics of the corona product follows the similar results as for many other examples that the
perfect state transfer is not supported after the corona products and fidelity between any pair of given nodes
decays as the order increases. But it leaves the question of exploring other variations of similar graphs which
are signed and unbalanced.
Figure 3.6: First non-tivial example that satisfies the theorems and is unbalanced.
Example: 5
This is another signed variation of the K6 with more connectivity, however, the graph is still net-regular to
take the advantages of the theorems. The graph is not symmetric. In contrast to symmetry argument before,
this still allows perfect transfer between 1 & 5 and near perfect transfer in other three pair of nodes marked
with yellow in 3.7. The graph is not complete as every node is not connected to every other node as can be
seen trivially. This seed as a graph is very well constructed example for perfect state transfer. And this is
a very peculiar example with the property that the fidelity for perfect transfer between 3 & 5 is preserved
even with corona products of higher order and it is also conserved for the other three near-perfect transfer
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ends. This graph for these pair of nodes behaves as being invariant for fidelity for corona products. This is
generally true for other nodes as well that the fidelity does not decay with the product order m. However,
after the corona product, new nodes are observed to have less fidelity than any pair on the seed itself.
Figure 3.7: Another variation of signed net-regular K6 with more connectivity.
Example: 6
These are two signed and conjugate pair variations of K6 as shown in figure 3.8. These two examples
indicate that signs and connectivity of graphs change the perfect transfer with strong dependence. Perfect
transfer is allowed between 3 & 6 ends in both graphs. This also proves that these conjugate signing schemes
are equivalent in perspective of perfect state transfer problem, however they are two very different graphs.
Symmetry argument holds for this graph and perfect state transfer is periodic. For the corona product,
fidelity between any two nodes chosen initially is conserved and also perfect transfer is possible between the
same nodes even with the higher order corona products much similar to example 5.
Figure 3.8: Two conjugate signed versions of K6.
Example: 7
This example is a fully connected version of K8. One negative edge allows perfect transfer between the
same edge, indicating the importance of negative edges. There is very rich dynamics of this graph to see the
different combinations of signed edges in different signed versions. This is symmetric between nodes 7 & 8.
Example: 8
Another signed and complete version of the 2-clique graph. Allows perfect state transfer between the same
pair of nodes as the initial graph. has exactly the same dynamics. The fidelity decreases with m. No perfect
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Figure 3.9: Another variation of signed net-regular K6 with more connectivity.
state transfer possible in the higher corona products implying it is also a bad seed graph to start with. The
graph should be chosen such that the fidelity is non-decreasing between any pair of nodes with increasing
bulk on the graph.
Figure 3.10: Another variation of signed 2-clique K4 with more connectivity.
Example: 9
One signed unbalanced graph and another its completed connected version. Both these graphs allow only
below 0.5 fidelity and the corresponding corona products are even far below this value. Also, for these
non-symmetric graphs, the flow of fidelity with time is very irregular and chaotic as shown in figure 3.12.
Figure 3.11: Another variation of signed net-regular K6 with more connectivity.
Example: 10
This is not a net-regular graph and hence we cannot take the advantages of the theorems for the eigenpair
construction. However, the manual computations reveal that no perfect state transfer s possible between
any nodes in seed as well as the corona products. It gives very low fidelity for any pair of nodes on the seed
as well as the corona products. It can be looked in contrast to the linear chain of two-links where perfect
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Figure 3.12: Typical flow of fidelity F (t) w.r.t. time t for a pair of nodes of example 9.
transfer is possible. We conclude that the perfect transfer is lost very quickly upon adding on extra link in
between for signed as well as unsigned version.
Figure 3.13: Non-cyclic signed graph.
3.4 Interpretation from the numerical study
The task was to check by the construction of examples that signed corona graphs can support perfect state
transfer which can be seen from these special examples. Around 30 examples were constructed while these
10 were important. In summary:
• We see that perfect state transfer is possible for certain signed graphs which preserve unity fidelity
under Corona product for certain pair of nodes. Thereby showing that under signed graphs we can
recover the PST in Coronas.
• This indicates a class of possible graphs which sustain perfect transfer in contrast to Theorem 4.1 in
[19] which forbids perfect transfer in unsigned graphs
• Fidelity for some node pairs increase while for others it decreases (this needs to be classified analytically)
• Symmetries in the graph allow to choose the pair of nodes for perfect transfer
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Chapter 4
Scalable and routing enabled network
for Perfect State Transfer
4.1 Introduction and motivation
In the light of section 1.7 and section 1.9, there are limitations to routing and transfer distance. Transfer
distance was tackled in [20] as presented in section 1.10 as Cartesian product resulting for PST for the pair
of antipodal points on the hypercube of any order. This is limited to only antipodal points and cost of the
constructing such large number of edges is high just to enable PST over two given vertices on the graph. In
this chapter we aim to propose a solution to both of these problems. In our state transfer scheme,
• Arbitrary number of vertices n (intrinsically qubits) is allowed for the qubit network
• Perfect state transfer is enabled from all-to-all vertices on the graph in at most time 2t0 with the same
fidelity of unity
• Enables a growing network architecture for scalability of quantum network while preserving both the
above properties
We assume that a quantum communication network is a connected graph, allowing perfect quantum state
transfer between any two vertices. The above three features can be enabled when we have the freedom
of edge switching, that is, we are allowed to switch off and on the couplings (edges) in the graph. This
corresponds to switching off and on the interaction between the qubits. We justify this requirement both
theoretically and experimentally (in chapter 6). A connected graph is described in a graph theoretic fashion,
which has a path that is a sequence of vertices and edges between any two vertices. Therefore, the graph
offers a classical platform for a quantum mechanical operation. There is no graph other than K2 allowing
perfect state transfer between any two vertices. In general, the perfect state transfer is possible between a
few specific vertices, in a larger graph. Increasing the number of attempts for state transfer makes is limited
between two specific vertices only. It leads us to the conclusion that only quantum mechanical process is not
sufficient to fulfill our requirements, that is the perfect state transfer between any two vertices of a graph.
Therefore, we propose a hybrid of combinatorial and quantum information theoretic method, such that, a
perfect quantum state transfer is possible between any two vertices of the graph. Our results in this work
hold both for XY as well as the Laplacian coupling Hamiltonian.
4.2 Graph labeling and associated Hilbert spaces
Let G = (V (G), E(G)) be a graph with V vertices. We label the vertices by the integers 0, 1, 2, . . . (|V | − 1).
Any integer v ∈ {0, 1, . . . (|V | − 1)} has a (k+ 1) term binary representation bin(i), where 2k < |V | ≤ 2(k+1),
for k = 1, 2, . . . . Now, |bin(v)〉 represents a quantum state vector in C2(k+1) = C2 ⊗ C2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ C2((k + 1)-
times). For example if v = 2, then bin(v) = 10 and |bin(v)〉 = |10〉 = |1〉⊗ |0〉, where |0〉 =
[
1
0
]
and |1〉 =
[
0
1
]
are the standard basis vectors. This coincides with the first excitation subspace of the XY and Laplacian
Hamiltonian.
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Corresponding to the vertex v we also associate a state vector |v〉 ∈ C|V |. If we denote a vector in C|V | as
|m〉 = (m0,m1, . . .m|V |−1)T then the vector |v〉 is given by mu = 0 for u 6= v and mv = 1. We define a linear
transformation R : C2k → C2(k+1) by R |m〉 = (m0,m1, . . .m|V |−1, 0, 0, . . . 0((2(k+1) − |V |) -times))T which
will help us to extend over to a larger Hilbert space by appending extra fixed labels for a state. Therefore,
now R |m〉 belongs to C2k+1 . When we have n number of vertices, where 2k ≤ n ≤ 2k+1, then we adopt the
labeling for 2k+1 vertex graph.
4.3 Hypercubes and their properties
Cartesian product was presented in section 2.3.2. Here, for hypercubes, we are concerned with the Cartesian
product of a graph with itself. The Cartesian product of G with itself is denoted by G2 = GG. Similarly,
for any natural number k we denote the k-th Cartesian product as Gk. The Cartesian product is associative.
In general, it is commutative when the graphs are not labelled. Also, the graphs GH and HG are naturally
isomorphic.
A hypercube Qk of dimension k is a graph with 2
k vertices for k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . For k = 0 the graph Q0
consists of a single vertex. For k = 1 we have two vertices and an edge in the hypercube Q1, which can also
be described as the complete graph K2 with two vertices. When k ≥ 3 we can justify Qk = (K2)n. Hence,
the Cartesian product of two hypercubes is another hypercube, that is QiQj = Qi+j [41].
Let the vertices of K2 are given by 0 and 1. Then the vertices of Qk are represented by the elements in
the set {0, 1}×k = {0, 1} × {0, 1} × · · · × {0, 1}(k-times). Note that the elements of {0, 1}×k are the k-term
binary representations of the natural numbers 0, 1, . . . 2k. Hence bin(v) denotes the label of the vertex v in
the hypercube. An important property for the hypercubes is that any two vertices u and v in Qk are adjacent
when the Hamming distance between bin(u) and bin(v) is 1, for k > 2.
Definition 4. Antipodal points: Two vertices u and v which are labeled by the binary sequences bin(u) =
(uj)
(k−1)
j=0 and bin(v) = (vj)
(k−1)
j=0 in the hypercube Qk are called the antipodal points if uj 6= vj , for all j.
For example, the antipodal points of Q2 are 0 and 1. The antipodal points of 00 in Q3 is 11 and 01 for
10. In case of Q3, we can write the antipodal points as pairs (000, 111), (001, 110), (101, 010) and (011, 100).
Note that, in case of the hypergraphs Qk we have C|V (Qk)| = C2
(k+1)
. Therefore, the linear operator T is
the identity function for this case.
The hypercube of dimension 0 is a single vertex labeled by 0 only. The hypercube of dimension 1 is
denoted by Q1 which is depicted as follows
0 1
Note that Q1 is the complete graph with two vertices K2. The hypercube Q2 = K2K2 has four vertices
which is represented by
00
01
10
11
Also, the hypercube Q3 = Q2K2 has 8 vertices which is given by
000
001
010
011
101
111
110100
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In general, the hypercube Qk+1 = QkK2 for k ≥ 2. The vertex labels of Qk are the distinct binary
sequences of length k. The Cartesian product between Qk and K2 makes the number of vertices doubled as
well as add an additional index to the vertex labeling.
A hypercube of dimension k consists of smaller hypercubes of dimension i for i = 0, 1, . . . (k − 1). All
the hypercubes of dimension i are unique upto isomorphism. But, all the hypercubes Qi embedded in Qk
have different vertex labelling. The number of distinct hypercubes Qi embedded in Qk is given by
(
k
i
)
2(k−i)
[42]. The next lemma suggests how to distinguish a particular subhypercube which is embedded in a larger
hypercube.
Lemma 1. Let the 2k vertices of the hypercubeQk be labeled by the binary sequences bin(v) = (vj)
(k−1)
j=0 , vj ∈
{0, 1}. For some i with 1 ≤ i < k, consider (k − i) integers {mt : t = 1, 2, . . . (k − i)}, such that
0 ≤ m1 < m2 < · · · < m(k−i) ≤ (k − 1), and a binary sequence M = (Mt)(k−i)t=1 . Corresponding to the
set of indices {mt} and the binary sequence M construct a set of vertices Vi = {v : bin(v) = (vj)(k−1)j=0 , vmt =
Mt for t = 1, 2, . . . (k− i)} ⊂ V (Qk). Then the induced subgraph of Qk generated by Vi is isomorphic to the
hypercube Qi
Proof. To label a vertex in Qi we need a binary sequence of length k. For constructing the vertex set Vi we
keep (k − i) terms in the sequence constant, which are equal to the elements of M . Therefore, number of
elements in Vi is 2
i, which is the number of vertices in Qi.
Let H = (V (Vi), E(H)) be the induced subgraph of Qk generated by Vi. Clearly, V (Qi) = Vi. We
write bin(v) = (vj)
(k−1)
j=0 = (v0, v1, . . . v(k−1)). Given the set of indices {mt} define bin(v) 	 {mt} =
(v0, v1, . . . vm1−1, vm1+1, . . . vm2−1, vm2+1, . . . vk), that is we remove the terms of bin(v) corresponding to
the indices in {mt}. Clearly, after removing (k − i) terms from bin(v) we find a new binary sequences of
length i. 1
Now, define a function f : Vi → V (Qi), such that, f(v) = bin(v) 	 {mt} and prove that it is bijective
function. For any two different u and v in Vi, we have umt = vmt . When these equal entries are removed
we get two different binary sequences. Hence, the function f is injective. Consider any element w ∈ V (Qi).
Note that, bin(w) = (wj)
(i−1)
j=0 , wi ∈ {0, 1}. This binary sequence of i terms can be extended to a binary
sequence of k terms by including the elements Mt of M at the mt-th index. It concludes that f is surjective.
Therefore f is a bijective mapping. This function does the reverse of the function R|.〉 defined previously.
Consider two adjacent vertices u and v in H(Vi). As H(Vi) is a subgraph of Qk the binary sequences
bin(u) and bin(v) has Hamming distance 1. The construct of Vi suggests that mt-th entries of bin(u) and
bin(v) are equal, which are removed by the function f . Therefore, the sequences f(u) and f(v) has Hamming
distance 1. As f(u) and f(v) represents two vertices in Qi, they are adjacent.
Alternatively consider two adjacent vertices in Qi which are labeled by binary sequence of length i. These
sequences have Hamming distance 1. We add equal entries at equal indexed position to get their inverse in
Vi ⊂ V (Qk). The inverses also have Hamming distance 1. Hence, they are adjacent in Qk. As H(Vi) is an
induced subgraph of Qk, they are also adjacent. Therefore, f is a graph isomorphism.
Corollary 1. Consider two hypercubes Qp and Qq with p > q. Then there is an induced subgraph of Qp
with 2q vertices, which is isomorphic to Qq.
Proof. The vertices ofQp can be labeled by the sequence of binary digits bin(v) = (vj)
(p−1)
j=0 = (v0, v1, . . . v(p−1))
of length p. Similarly, the vertices ofQq can be given by the sequences bin(u) = (uj)
(q−1)
j=0 = (u0, u1, . . . u(q−1)).
Now we construct a set of vertices Vq = {v : vi = 0 for i = 0, 1, 2, . . . (p− i− 1)}. Clearly, Vq has 2q vertices,
which is the number of the vertices in Qq. Consider the induced subgraph of Qp generated by Vq which is
isomorphic to Qq. It can be easily shown by considering that the adjacent vertices have hamming distance
one.
Recall that, a Hamiltonian path is a path in a graph that visits each vertex only once. A Hamiltonian
cycle is a Hamiltonian path which is a cycle. Every hypercube Qn with n > 1 has a Hamiltonian cycle.
Corollary 2. Let the vertices v of a hypergraph Qi are labeled by the binary sequences bin(v) = (vj)
(k−1)
j=0
where k > i, such that, the Hamming distance between the labels of any two adjacent vertices is one. Then,
there are a sequence of non-negative integers {mt} of length (k − i), such that, 0 ≤ m1 < m2 < · · · <
1Sir, please find if the operation is standard in the literature of coding theory or Boolean functions.
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m(k−i) ≤ (k− 1), and a binary sequence M = (Mt)(k−i)t=1 which determine a set of vertices Vi = {v : bin(v) =
(vj)
(k−1)
j=0 , vmt = Mt for t = 1, 2, . . . (k− i)} ⊂ V (Qk). Then the induced subgraph of Qk generated by Vi has
the same vertex labeling as of the hypercube Qi
Proof. Assume that v = v1, v2, . . . v2i , v2i+1 = v is a Hamiltonian cycle starting and ending at a vertex
v ∈ V (Qi). Let the vertex labels vp are given by bin(vp) = (vpj)(k−1)j=0 for p = 1, 2, . . . 2i. The Hamming
distance between bin(v1) and bin(v2) is 1. Therefore, there is an index q1 such that v1j = v2j when j 6= q1.
Similarly there are indices q2, q3, . . . q2i , such that v2j = v3j for j 6= q2; v3j = v4j for j 6= q3, and so on.
Note that, the binary sequence bin(v) has length k. Therefore, q1, q2, . . . q2i may not be all distinct. In
the sequence bin(v) the element vj represents 0 or 1. Therefore, to represent q1, q2, . . . q2n we need only
i positions in the sequence bin(v), which are given by q′1, q
′
2, . . . q
′
i. Now define the entries of {mt}, such
that, 0 ≤ m1 < m2 < · · · < m(k−i) ≤ (k − 1) and mt /∈ {q′1, q′2, . . . q′i} for any t. Construct the sequence
M = {Mt}(k−i)t=1 , such that Mt = v1mt . Note that, for any t we have Mt = v1mt = v2mt = · · · = v2imt ,
otherwise the condition of unite Hamming distance between the vertex labeling of adjacent vertices will be
violated.
Now, in the hypergraph Qk we construct the set of vertices Vi = {v : vmt = Mt for t = 1, 2, . . . (k − i)}
with respect to the sequences {mt}(k−i)t=1 and M . Clearly, the induced subgraph G(Vi) of Qk generated by Vi
is a hypercube Qi. The vertex labeling of Qi considered in the statement and vertex labellings of G(Vi) are
equal because of the particular choice of {mt} and M .
4.4 Quantum walk and perfect state transfer
To define quantum walk and state transfer on the graphs we associate a basis vector of C|V | to the individual
vertex v ∈ V (G). A continuous time quantum walk on a graph G is defined using the Schro¨dinger equation
with the A(G) as the Hamiltonian [22]. If |ζ(t)〉 ∈ C|V | is a time-dependent quantum state, then the evolution
of the quantum walk is given by
|ζ(t)〉 = exp(−itA(G)) |ζ(0)〉 , (4.1)
where |ζ(0)〉 is the initial state vector. The probability for getting the quantum state localised at the vertex
v at time t is given by | 〈v|ζ(t)〉 |2. We say G has a perfect state transfer from vertex u to vertex v at time
t0 if
| 〈v| exp(−it0A(G))|u〉 | = 1. (4.2)
This is the same condition for perfect state transfer expressed in graph theoretic fashion [43] and implies
equation 1.11. When {|v〉 : v ∈ V (G)} represents the computational basis of C|V |, we say that the graph G
allows a perfect state transfer from the vertex u to v if the (u, v)-th term of exp(−itA(G)) has magnitude 1.
Besides in [27], a necessary and sufficient condition is proved for PST. The well-known examples of graphs
allowing perfect state transfer over long distances are described below [20][21]
1. The complete graph K2 with two vertices allow perfect state transfer between its vertices in time
t0 = pi/2 (in the units of energy inverse).
2. The path graph P3 has perfect state transfer between its end vertices in time t0 = pi/
√
2 (in the units
of energy inverse).
3. The hypercube of any order has perfect state transfer between its antipodal points in the same time
pi/2. And any order of Cartesian product of P3 has PST between its antipodal vertices in the same
time pi/
√
2.
Above three results hold both for the XY-coupling as we as the Heisenberg interaction. We make use of these
results in order to establish a scalable and routing enabled quantum many-body network.
4.5 Perfect State Transfer from all-to-all nodes in two hoppings
Recall the known result, which will be applicable for proving the next lemma and its corollary.
Lemma 2. Let A = diag{B1, B2, . . . Bk} be a block diagonal matrix, where Bi are square matrices of
arbitrary order for i = 1, 2, . . . k, then exp(A) = diag{exp(B1), exp(B2), . . . exp(Bk)}.
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Let G = (V (G), E(G)) and H = (V (H), E(H)) be two graphs. The union of G and H is denoted by
G ∪H = (V (G ∪H), E(G ∪H)) where V (G ∪H) = V (G) ∪ V (H) and E(G ∪H) = E(G) ∪ E(H) [36].
Lemma 3. Let G be a connected graph with perfect state transfer between two vertices u and v at time τ .
Also, let H be a connected graph with perfect state transfer between two vertices p and q, at time τ . Then
the graph G ∪H has state transfer between u and v as well as p and q, at time τ .
Proof. Let the graph G has |V1| vertices. The graph G has perfect state transfer between the vertices u
and v at time τ . It indicates | 〈u| exp(−iτA(G))|v〉 | = 1, where |u〉 and |v〉 are the state state vectors in
C|V1| corresponding to the vertices u and v, respectively. Similarly, if H contains |V2| vertices, we have
| 〈p| exp(−iτA(G))|q〉 | = 1, where |p〉 and |q〉 are the state vectors in C|V2| corresponding to p and q respec-
tively. We know that the graph G∪H has |V1|+|V2| vertices. Corresponding to the vertices u, v, p, and q define
state vectors in C|V1|+|V2| as |u′〉 =
[ |u〉
(0)|V2|×1
]
, |v′〉 =
[ |v〉
(0)|V2|×1
]
, |p′〉 =
[
(0)|V1|×1
|p〉
]
and |q′〉 =
[
(0)|V1|×1
|q〉
]
,
respectively. Note that
A(G ∪H) =
[
A(G) (0)|V1|×|V2|
(0)|V2|×|V1| A(H)
]
or exp(−iτA(G ∪H)) =
[
exp(−iτA(G)) (0)|V1|×|V2|
(0)|V2|×|V1| exp(−iτA(H))
]
.
(4.3)
Now,
| 〈u′| exp(−iτA(G ∪H))|v′〉 | =
∣∣∣∣∣ 〈u′|
[
exp(−iτA(G)) (0)|V1|×|V2|
(0)|V2|×|V1| exp(−iτA(H))
] [ |v〉
(0)|V2|×1
] ∣∣∣∣∣
=
∣∣∣∣∣ [〈u| (0)1×|V2|]
[
exp(−iτA(G)) |v〉
(0)|V2|×1
] ∣∣∣∣∣
= | 〈u| exp(−iτA(G))|v〉 | = 1.
(4.4)
Similarly, | 〈p′| exp(−iτA(G ∪H))|q′〉 | = 1. Therefore the graph G ∪H has state transfer between u and v
as well as p and q, at time τ .
Corollary 3. Let G be a graph with state transfer between the vertices u and v at time τ . Then the graph
G∪ {v1} ∪ {v2} · · · ∪ {vk} has perfect state transfer between u and v, where v1, v2, . . . vk are isolated vertices
at time τ .
Proof. Proof follows trivially.
Definition 5. Hopping: In our formalism, the hopping on a graph G = (V (G), E(G) is a combination of a
Classical (C), a true Quantum hopping (Q), and again a Classical process (C) which consists of the following
steps:
1. Switch off the selected edges (Classical): Construct a subgraph H = (V (H), E(H) of G such that
V (H) = V (G) and E(H) ⊂ E(G). Let S = E(G)− E(H).
2. Perfect state transfer (Quantum): Perform quantum operations on H, such that, the quantum
state can be transferd from vertex u to vertex v in the graph H.
3. Switch on the edges (Classical): Construct the graph G form the graph H by adding the edges
from S in the graph G.
We call these processes together as CQC-hopping. So, CQC-hopping is a process of a classical switching,
followed by true quantum evolution (hopping), followed by another switching of edges. Now we have the
following important result.
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4.5.1 Perfect State Transfer in hypercubes from all-to-all vertices in single CQC-
hopping
In this section, we prove that, given any hypercube of any dimension, we enable the perfect state transfer
from all-to-all vertices of the graph. This is in contrast to the main result of [9] presented in literature section
1.11 where only pair of antipodal vertices are PST enabled. This is accomplished with the edge switching.
Theorem 6. The perfect state transfer is possible between any two vertices of a hypercube Qk by a single
hopping CQC process.
Proof. Consider any two vertices u and v in the hypercube Qk which are labeled by the binary sequences
bin(u) = {uj}(k−1)j=0 and bin(v) = {vj}(k−1)j=0 , respectively. If u and v are the antipodal points of the hypercube
then there is a state transfer between u and v. In this case, we need no edge to switch on or switch off.
Let u and v are not the antipodal points of the hypercube Qk. Then there is a sequence of indices {mt},
such that, 0 ≤ m1 < m2 < · · · < m(k−i) ≤ (k − 1) and umt = vmt = Mt holds. Corresponding to the set
of indices {mt} and the binary sequence M construct a set of vertices Vi = {v : bin(v) = (vj)(k−1)j=0 , vmt =
Mt for t = 1, 2, . . . (k − i)} ⊂ V (Qk). Denote the induced subgraph of Qk generated by Vi as G(Vi). Using
lemma 1, we find that G(Vi) is isomorphic to the hypercube Qi.
Now we perform a CQC hopping on Qk. First, we switched off all the edges which are not included
in the induced subgraph G(Vi) that is in E(Qk) − E(G(Vi)). The new graph can be expressed as H =
Qi ∪ (V (Qk) − Vi), where (V (Qk) − Vi) denotes the set of isolated vertices. The considered vertices u and
v are the antipodal points of G(Vi) or Qi. Hence, there is a perfect state transfer between u and v. By
corollary 3 we find that there is state transfer between the vertices u and v in the graph H. After state
transfer we switched on the edges in E(Qk) − E(G(Vi)). In this way we can transfer the sate between any
two vertices of a hypercube Qk.
This theorem suggests the number of edges to switch off and switch on in CQC process. When u and
v are two vertices belonging to the hypercube Qk, following this theorem we construct a sub-hypercube Qi
which is essential for the state transfer. Now Qk has k2
k−1 edges and Qi has i2i−1 edges. Therefore, we need
to switched off k2k−1 − i2i−1 = 2i−1(k2k−i − i) edges, in the hypercube Qk. We can also present this result
as algorithm 1.
Example 1. Consider two arbitrary verticees u and v in Q8 where bin(u) = 00101101 and bin(v) = 10011000.
Note that, uj = vj for j = 1, 4 and 6 that is m1 = 1,m2 = 4, and m3 = 6, as well as M1 = 0,M2 = 1 and
M3 = 0. Following lemma 1 we construct a set of vertices V5 and an induced subgraph H(V5) of Q8 which
is isomorphic to Q5. The nodes u and v correspond two antipodal points in H(V5). To make state transfer
between u and v we switched off and switched on all the edges in E(Q8)− E(H(V5)).
4.5.2 Constructing large graphs supporting state transfer between arbitrary
nodes in two CQC-hoppings
Given any natural number n there is a natural number k, such that, 2k ≤ n < 2(k+1) and n has a (k + 1)-
term binary representation. For any natural number n there is a graph G which allows perfect state transfer
between any two nodes in two CQC-hoppings. The graph G can be constructed as follows.
Procedure 1. Constructing graphs allowing perfect state transfer: Let the natural number n can
be written as n = ap02
(k−p0) + ap12
k−p1 + ap22
k−p2 + . . . , where p0 = 0 and ap1 = ap2 = · · · = 1.
1. Use 2k vertices to construct Qk and label its nodes v with a (k + 1)-term sequence v = (vj)
k
j=0 where
vj ∈ {0, 1} and v0 = 0.
2. Now fix v0 = 1 for all remaining constructions.
3. For every pi with 0 < p1 < p2 < . . . construct a hypercube Qk−pi with 2
k−pi nodes. First label the
vertices with a (k − pi)-term sequence u = (uj)k−pi−1j=0 where uj ∈ {0, 1}. A vertex can be included in
at most one hypercube.
4. Re-label the vertices of Qk−pi with a (k + 1)-term sequence v = (vj)
k
j=0 where vj ∈ {0, 1} with
v0 = 1, vj = 0 for j = 1, 2, . . . (pi + 1) and vpi+1+j = uj for j = 0, 1, . . . (k − pi − 1).
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Algorithm 1 Find the sub-hypercube for perfect state transfer between two arbitrarily chosen vertices.
Require: Vertices u and v of Qk for state transfer.
Ensure: bin(u) = {uj}(k−1)j=0 where uj ∈ {0, 1} for all u ∈ V (Qk).
if uj 6= vj for all j = 0, 1, . . . (k − 1) then
Perfect state transfer between u and v.
return Qk
else
Count = 0
m = [] {List of indices mt such that umt = vmt .}
M = [] {List of common indices in bin(u) and bin(v).}
for j ← 0 to (k − 1) do
if uj = vj then
Count = Count + 1
m.insert(j)
M.insert(uj)
end if
end for
Construct V (Qi) = {v : bin(v) = (vj)(Count−1)j=0 } {Here the vertices are labelled by the binary sequences
of length i.}
G = (V (G), E(G)).
for v ∈ V (Qi) do
v : bin(v) = (v′j)
(k−1)
j=0 {We want to label the vertices by the binary sequences of length k.}
for j ← 0 to (k − 1) do
C = 0
if j = mt then
v′mt = Mt
C = C + 1
else
v′j = vj+C
end if
end for
end for
V (G) = V (Qi).
E(G) = Set of edges in the induced subgraph of Qk generated by V (Qi)
Perfect state transfer between u and v.
return G
end if
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5. Join pairs of nodes u and v with an edge where u ∈ V (Qk−pi) and v ∈ V (Qk) as well as hamming
distance between their labeling is 1.
6. Fix vpi+1 = 1 for all remaining constructions.
7. Similarly, relabel all other hypercubes and create edges between them.
Note that, a single node is a hypercube of dimension 0.
Lemma 4. Let n = 2k + a12
k−1 + a22k−2 + . . . ak20 where a1, a2, . . . ak ∈ {0, 1} and there are integers
p1 < p2 < . . . . such that ap1 = ap2 = · · · = 1. Then, the graph G with n vertices which is constructed by
following the procedure 1 has T (n) edges, where T (n) =
∑
pi
[
(k − pi)2(k−pi−1) + i× 2(k−pi)
]
.
Proof. Recall that any hypercube Qk has k2
k−1 edges. For every pi, with ap0 = ap1 = ap2 = · · · = 1 we
construct a hypercube Qk−pi . Therefore we add
∑
api 6=0(k − pi)2
(k−pi−1) edges in the graph G.
Consider a vertex u ∈ Q(k−p1). As a vertex of G, the labeling of u is given by the sequence bin(u) =
(uj)
k
j=0. Note that u0 = 1. Therefore, there is exactly one vertex v = (vj)
k
j=0 in Q2k such that, v0 = 0 and
vj = uj for j = 1, 2, . . . k. Clearly the Hamming distance between bin(u) and bin(v) is 1. Hence, u and v
are adjacent. Therefore every vertex of Q(k−p1) is adjacent to only one vertex of Qk. Therefore, there are
2(k−p1) edges (u, v) ∈ E(G) such that u ∈ V (Qk), and v ∈ V (Q(k−p1)).
In a similar fashion, we can justify that there are 2k−p2 edges (u, v) ∈ E(G) such that u ∈ V (Qk), and
v ∈ V (Q(k−p2)). In addition, there are another 2k−p2 edges (u, v) ∈ E(G) such that u ∈ V (Q(k−p1)), and
v ∈ V (Q(k−p2)). Adding we get there are 2× 2k−p2 edges whose one end vertex in V (Q(k−p2)) and another
end vertex is either in V (Qk) or in V (Q(k−p1)).
Extending we get, there are 3× 2k−p3 edges whose one end vertex in V (Q(k−p3)) and another end vertex
is either in V (Qk) or in V (Q(k−p1)) or in V (Q(k−p2)). Collecting all the edges we get the total number of
edges, which is mentioned in the statement.
Theorem 7. Let u and v be two vertices in the graph G of order n which is constructed following the
procedure 1. Then there is a perfect state transfer between u and v by at most two CQC-hoppings.
Proof. According to the construction procedure there are hypercubes containing the vertices u and v. If u and
v belongs to same hypercube then by theorem 6 state transfer from u to v is possible by one CQC-hopping
only.
Let u and v belong two two different hypercubes. The procedure 1 indicates that no two hypercubes can
be of equal size. For simplicity let u ∈ Qp and v ∈ Qq where p > q. Now corollary 1 suggests that Qp has an
induced subgraph isomorphic to Qq. Therefore, there is a vertex w in Qp which is equivalent to v in Qq.
The vertices u and v are represented by binary sequences of length (k+1). Note that, the binary sequences
representing v and w have Hamming distance 1. Therefore, there is an edge (v, w) in the graph G.
Now the first CQC-hop allows state transfer from v to w. The second CQC-hop allows state transfer
from w to u. Hence, the proof.
This theorem suggests the number of edges to switch off and switch on in CQC-hopping process. Let
u and v belong to two different hypercubes. For first CQC we need only one edge. Therefore, we need to
switched off T (n)− 1 edges. For the second state transfer we need the hypercube Qq. Recall that number of
edges in Qq is q2
q−1. We need to switched on only these edges. When the state transfer is done (state has
been recovered at the desired vertex), we shall switched on all the edges in G as desired.
Construction of this graph can be seen as a growing network. This tool allows us for constructing a graph
G1 with an additional node from a given graph G allowing state transfer in two-CQCs. The motivation for
such an argument is due to the fact that experimentally only a few number of qubits are added with every
technological improvement in quantum technologies, therefore, suggesting the need of an architecture which
allows the growth as addition of one qubit each time.
4.5.3 Perfect State Transfer in growing network supporting all-to-all transfer
in two CQC-hoppings
In the following procedure, we propose the growing network architecture where each new qubit can be added
to the existing network. It suffices to start with a 2k-vertex hypercube and grow it to the next hypercube of
2k+1 vertices.
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Procedure 2. Growing network method Let Qk be a hypercube with 2
k vertices which are labeled by
all possible binary sequences of length k. Follow the steps below to construct a graph G with number of
nodes < 2k+1 allowing state transfer with two CQC-hoppings. Note that, we can add at most (2k − 1) new
vertices with Qk to construct the graph G.
1. Relabel all the vertices of Qk with binary sequences of length (k + 1) such that the left-most element
of the sequence is 0 and the others are equal to the old labeling of Qk.
2. The vertex labeling of the l-th new vertex will be given by a (k+ 1) term binary sequence initiated by
1. The remaining k-terms are the k-term binary representation of l.
3. The new vertex will be adjacent to all other vertices with Hamming distance 1.
Each application of this procedure will increase the number of vertices in the initial graph Qk for any
integer k > 0. In each step the new graph G will allow perfect state transfer in two CQCs.
Equivalent definition: The above procedure can be see in terms of binary addition (denote it as ⊕)
where the one bit is carried to the left. For any n in the range given above, the first node is |10...00〉, which
is (2k + 1)th node. For all subsequent nodes just add a 1 via binary addition to the existing labeling of the
last added node with any possible carry to the left. Hence, the next node will be |10...00 ⊕ 1〉 = |10...01〉.
The next node will be |10...01 ⊕ 1〉 = |10...10〉 where one carry is taken over to the second index from the
right and so on until the desired vertex. The second last node will be |11...110〉 and adding 1 further to the
first index will give give the last node |111...11〉 which completes the 2k+1-vertex hypercube. For further
addition of nodes simply append one more index and start the same set of steps. Therefore, it can easily be
seen that any (2k + 1 +m)th node is simply |10...00⊕m−1j=1 1〉, where 2k +m = n, and this determines the full
connectivity of any new node with the existing graph, which defines a simple graph upon addition of every
new node.
4.6 Edge minimization vs. hopping minimization
In our CQC-hopping scheme we have given the optimal number of hoppings required to transfer a state
from any vertex to any other vertex in the graph for arbitrary number of total vertices. At least one of
the two CQC-hoppings for a dual hop is a hypercube jump, where the involved hypercube maybe of a large
dimension. This state transfer will be ensured by ensuring the correct set of edges where the total number
of edges are indeed large. If the cost of creating a large number of edges is high, experimentally, then it may
pose a new problem to the architecture. It can be asked whether there exists another architecture which
minimizes the number of edges instead of CQC-hoppings. Ideally, the least number of edges are there for the
case of a path graph Pn for n vertices. But then the question of finding a network is trivial. Therefore, we
need a trade-off between both of these extremes because creating and manipulating a large number of edges
will also leave the system prone to more error in state transfer resulting in low fidelity.
A trade-off between both of these extremes can be can be discussed for a neighborhood zone for two
given vertices. The possible moves allowed under two CQC-hopping are: one-link jump (t0 = pi/2) and the
two-link jump (t0 = pi/
√
2). So, the maximum distance that can be reached using these possible moves for
two CQC-hoppings is the four corresponding to all the fourth nearest vertices of any chosen vertex. The
farthest fourth nearest adjacent vertices can be reached in time
√
2pi using a total of four edges only. In
contrast, had these two vertices separated by a distance of 4 were the antipodal vertices, we would have to
create 4× 23 = 32 edges in total. However, this would perform the task in single CQC-hopping in time pi/2.
Depending upon experiment to experiment, various constraints maybe posed on the cost of edges and the
cost of CQC-hoppings and state transfer time. For our physical implementation proposed in chapter 6, the
edges can be easily constructed and destructed and we follow our scheme for optimal number of hoppings
and transfer time.
We can classify the set of vertices that can be reached from a vertex |x〉 by partition into the following
sets. These sets also do not contain any vertices that are missing due to an incomplete hypercube, we assume
all these vertices to not be in these sets by construction. For any arbitrary 2k ≤ n < 2k+1, we have
• Set of all adjacent vertices: Any vertex has some ith adjacent vertex as the ith flipped index. So, the
set of all these adjacent nodes is {|αxi 〉 ≡ |x0, x1, ..., xi ⊕ 2, ..., xn〉} ∀i ∈ {0, 1, ...n}. Total number of
such distinct nodes at most is k + 1. Each of these nodes can be reached by one unique path.
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• Set of all next-adjacent vertices: Set of next-adjacent nodes can be reached in one CQC-hopping by the
two-link jump in time pi/
√
2. All available vertices accessible via |αxi 〉 except trivially |x〉 itself. Hence
this is the set {|βxij〉 ≡ |x0, x1, ..., xj ⊕ 2, ..., xi ⊕ 2, ..., xk〉} ∀i, j ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} & i 6= j. Total number
of such distinct nodes is (k + 1)k/2 at most. Each of these vertices can be reached by two unique
paths if no hypercube jump is involved and all adjacent vertices are available relative to a complete
2k+1−vertex hypercube.
• Set of all next-to-next adjacent vertices: These can be reached by one-link jump followed by a two-link
jump or vice versa with time pi/2 + pi/
√
2. Using the previous argument it is simply the set defined as
{|γxijp〉 ≡ |x0, x1, ..., xp ⊕ 2, ..., xj ⊕ 2, ..., xi ⊕ 2, ..., xk〉} ∀i, j, p ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} & i 6= j 6= p. Total number
of such distinct nodes is at most (k+ 1)k(k−1)/6. Each of these nodes can be reached by three unique
paths if no hyperjump is involved and all the adjacent vertices are available relative to the complete
hypercube.
• Set of all next-to-next-to-next adjacent vertices: These can be reached by two-link jump followed by
another two-link jump with time
√
2pi. It is the set defined as {|δxijpq〉 ≡ |x0, x1, ..., xq ⊕ 2, ..., xp ⊕
2, ..., xj ⊕ 2, ..., xi ⊕ 2, ..., xk〉} ∀i, j, p, q ∈ {0, 1, ..., k} & i 6= j 6= p 6= q. Total number of such distinct
nodes is at most (k + 1)k(k − 1)(k − 2)/24. Each of these nodes can be reached by four unique paths
if no hyperjump is involved if all vertices are available.
This lets us minimize the number of edges for small distance of 4 between any two given vertices.
Another argument from the physical point of view is for the decoherence error. During the quantum
evolution, the system is most prone to error. In contrast, the edge deletion and creation are purely classical
phenomenon and do not introduce any direct error quantum mechanically into the system. Minimising this
evolution time by minimising the number of CQC-hoppings will be more robust approach for the implemen-
tation for state transfer.
4.7 Switching and global evolution of the graph
For any pair of two chosen nodes for arbitrary number of nodes n 6= 2k for the graph, we have two subgraphs
corresponding to the action-space of two adjacency matrices A1 and A2 that describe the first and second hop
respectively over the entire graph as described before. We perform the first CQC-hop from some vertex |u〉 to
a vertex |v〉 keeping all edges switched off that belong to the second hop, followed by another CQC-hop from
|v〉 to |w〉 while all edges corresponding to first hop are switched off. So, both the adjacency matrices have
one common element of action which is the intermediate vertex |v〉 such that A1|v〉 6= 0 & A2|v〉 6= 0. This
means we act with exp(−iA1t0) followed by exp(−iA2t0) over the entire graph as continuous quantum walk.
A1 and A2 corresponds to the first and second CQC-hop adjacency matrices respectively, resulting from the
switching. Is it possible to capture these two unitary evolution as one single unitary evolution? In the light
of Baker–Campbell–Hausdorff (BCH) formula, let us look at the commutator [A1, A2] for all possible vertices
on this graph. We may classify all nodes in three sets: All nodes |u′〉 which can be reached by the repeated
action of A1 (except |v〉), the intermediate node |v〉 itself and all the nodes |w′〉 that can be reached by the
repeated action of A2 (except |v〉). Any arbitrary chosen initial graph state linear combination of all of these
elements (which act as a basis for the action space of the two adjacency matrices), at most. Let us evaluate
the action of the commutator on a general state (un-normalised)
[A1, A2](|u〉+ |v〉+ |w〉) = (A1A2 −A2A1)(|u〉+ |v〉+ |w〉 (4.5)
=
∑
{u′},{w′}
(αu′ |u′〉+ αw′ |w′〉) + αv|v〉 (4.6)
which is not necessarily zero, except for a special initial state. Here, αλ ∈ Z are the coefficients. Therefore,
A1 and A2 do not commute in general and hence we cannot write down a general evolution exp(−iA1t) ·
exp(−iA2t) = exp [−i(A1 +A2)t] and it implies they have to be treated strictly as non-simultaneous unitary
evolution in time which is also expected otherwise as it is a strictly two step task, which does not allow the
leakage of state out of the action space of one adjacency matrix.
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Generally, for the part of our protocol which requires a dual CQC-hop when we are away from a perfect
hypercube, let us define the overall adjacency matrix as a step-function in time as follows:
A(G(t)) =
{
A1, for 0 < t ≤ t0,
A2, for t0 < t ≤ 2t0
(4.7)
Hence, for any given pair of nodes we quickly identify A1 and A2 and perform the PST from all-to-all nodes
in at most time 2t0. At time t0 we perform the switching and the adjacency matrix of the graph is switched
from A1 to A2. In the ideal scenario, it is assumed to take no time which is realistically not the case. For
those cases and to quantify the error introduced in the evolution due to switching by approximating the step
function by some function close to it and see how much error it introduces into the fidelity. Switching will
introduce error in the quantum system as it will be probed by a classical system to switch the couplings
which is close to a classical task.
4.8 Quantum computation assisted with perfect state transfer
The original idea [8] of perfect state transfer was to transport a state from one location to another using
a channel like mechanism which is non-computational for quantum computing usage. For example, a spin
lattice channel fabricated between two quantum processors can be used to transport arbitrary state from one
processor to another for large scale quantum architecture. So, perfect state transfer has been seen as a means
of communication between two or more quantum computational units. This idea has been experimentally
demonstrated in [44]. The implication of such as idea involves transferring state from one specific qubit from
the first processor to a specific qubit in the second processor. Within each processing unit, conventional
quantum SWAP gates have to be used transport the state from one qubit to another (given that we do not
care about the state of the other qubit). In fact, a large amount of cascaded SWAP operations have to be
used in order to accomplish this task within each processor, if the qubits are distant, assuming one SWAP
gate is one operation quantum mechanically.
The possibility of application of two-qubit gates between for given qubits depends upon whether these
two qubits are allowed to interact, that is, that are coupled by some coupling Hamiltonian which defines
an exchange interaction. Two qubits which are not directly coupled to one another cannot have two-qubit
interactions directly. This means we cannot have two qubit gates, such as SWAP or CNOT, acting between
these qubits. This connectivity on the network of qubits is what we impose by defining a graph scheme.
Hence, in a quantum circuit, we cannot have two-qubit quantum gates between the qubits which are physically
distant on the real processor. In theoretical quantum circuits, we assume that two qubit interactions are
possible for every pair of qubits, but the disconnectedness imposes even more number of gates to be used for
the same task. When two qubits are distant and cannot interact directly, we may have cascaded two qubit
gates. For example, on a linear chain we are allowed to perform SWAP operation for every (i, i + 1) qubit
pair. To transfer a state |1〉 from one end to another we have to apply (l − 1) SWAP gates, where l is the
length of the chain, and all other qubits are intialized to |0〉. Similarly, we have to use a large number of
cascaded SWAP gates for to perform state transfer to distant qubits. We deduce that the minimum number
of SWAP gates required for the state transfer is equal to the minimum edge distance between two given
vertices.
In this section we aim to present perfect state transfer as a quantum operation in the conventional
quantum circuit model. In chapter 6, we present a physical model which serves as high fidelity quantum
processor along with the ability of perfect state transfer all over the computational qubits. This model serves
as the physical implementation of our scalable architecture proposed in this section. Having realised in
chapter 6 that same quantum computing hardware can be used for perfect state transfer, we look at perfect
state transfer from a another perspective of a quantum gate. We propose the idea of quantum computing
assisted with perfect state transfer on graphs.
We can take the advantage of perfect state transfer as a SWAP gate operation. Consider a quantum
circuit with qubit u in some state |ψ〉 while all other qubits are initialized to zero. Notice the action of a
CQC-hop state transfer from a given qubit at site u
e−iA1t0 |u〉ψ = eiφ|v〉 Phase correction(ϕ1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |v〉ψ (4.8)
for some arbitrary phase φ, which can be corrected post the state transfer. Furthermore, if we are not at a
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perfect hypercube we require another state transfer, due to equation (4.7), we have
e−iA2t0 |v〉ψ = eiφ|w〉 Phase correction(ϕ2)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ |w〉ψ (4.9)
which takes us to a final vertex w. Each of these CQC-hoppings’ action is equivalent to the SWAP gate
between the qubits at those vertices.
The reported time for a iSWAP gate in [45] is reported to be around τ = 35 ns (differs for different
nature of decoherence errors incorporated in the model. However, to show the advantage of CQC-hop state
transfer scheme, only the order is important). For the same values of expermental data in [45], we show
that the total time 2t0 for our scheme is of the order of 1.2 ns only. Moreover, SWAP and CNOT gates
on a physical architecture are not a single step operations, but usually involves a series of steps with time
controlled quantum evolution with various parameters of control (such as the famous Cirac-Zoller CNOT
gate in trapped ion [46] and similar implementation in C-QED Jaynes-Cummings interaction [2]). However,
for the purpose of quantum circuits, all two-qubit gates are seen as single operation for the circuit. In
contrast to a SWAP gate, a perfect state transfer requires less time if parameters are chosen correctly, for our
architecture (see chapter 6). In contrast, perfect state transfer is simply the time controlled free quantum
evolution of the whole network and is more robust to errors and decoherence because there is no quantum
manipulation into the network during the process.
Figure 4.1: Quantum circuit for our CQC-hopping scheme
For a d-dimensional hypercube, the shortest path length between two given vertices is at most d. Hence,
at most d SWAP gates will be required to transfer a state between these two vertices. Whereas CQC-hopping
can make this task possible in at most 2 operations for arbitrarily chosen qubits in the network. For example,
consider the case of 5K2 − {|11111〉} (which is not a perfect hypercube with 31 qubits). The vertices can
be labeled as |x0x1x2x3x4〉. Let us say we want to the state transfer from |10100〉 (u) to |01011〉 (w). Notice
that they are not antipodal because the vertex |11111〉 is missing. There are multiple shortest paths for this
given pair. One of these is
|10100〉u → |00100〉 → |01100〉 → |01110〉 → |01010〉 → |01011〉w. (4.10)
This requires us to use five SWAP gates in this desired sequence. Whereas for the CQC-hopping scheme we
have
|10100〉u e
−iA1t0−−−−−→ |00100〉v e
−iA2t0−−−−−→ |01011〉w (4.11)
which is just a two step task. For any order of hypercube and any large arbitrary large number of qubits n,
this holds. In this example, the first CQC-hopping is one-link jump whereas the second CQC-hopping is a
hypercube (of dimension 4) jump. Hence, the computational advantage. Refer to figure 4.1 for the quantum
circuit for CQC-hopping scheme for general two hoppings. If it so happens that u and w are antipodal
vertices of a hypercube then only one hopping is required. Phase correction gates ϕ1 and ϕ2 are applied to
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recover the original state |ψ〉 at the desired qubits. This phase correction can be easily performed at any
given qubit when our state transfer qubits are themselves the computational qubits (see chapter 6). Note
that the ket states in 4.1 denote the excitation states at different qubits and this is different from the binary
ket representation of the same. Therefore, whenever a quantum circuit has evaluated a segment of circuit
and is brought to halt with a result stored in one of qubit’s state, it can be easily transferred to any other
qubit purely by our state transfer scheme in contrast to multiple SWAP gates. The only condition that needs
to be ensured is to initialize all other qubits to ground state except the one we want to transfer.
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Chapter 5
Perfect State Transfer for qudit
(d-level systems) networks
Instead of a qubit (a two-level quantum system), we may require to transfer the state of a d−level system,
called a qudit. If a qudit is thought of as stacked qubits with equally spaced levels (like finite harmonic
oscillator), then there is a finite possibility that the d−level excitation can split and distribute as a sum of
lower order excitations (such as different Γk in section 1.2) which splits this qudit state while preserving the
total excitation. However, we want to perfectly transfer the full qudit state from one site to another in the
network (graph) of qudits. This requires special conditions. We want to transfer any general qudit state
from one vertex to another. We denote a general qudit state |ψd〉 as
|ψd〉 =
d∑
j=0
αj |j〉 (5.1)
with αi ∈ C and
∑d
j=0 |αj |2 = 1, as the normalization condition.
5.1 Perfect State Transfer in weighted qudit chains of arbitrary
length
Similar to equation (1.1), the transfer Hamiltonian for the XY model can be formulated using Lie algebra.
This was proposed in [47] for chains. Analogous to the Pauli operators for SU(2) group for qubit, Lie algebra
generators can be defined for SU(d) group for the d−level system transfer dynamics. First step is to define
the corresponding projectors
(P k,j)µ,ν = |k〉〈j| = δµ,jδν,k, 1 ≤ µ, ν ≤ d (5.2)
We want to obtain all the d2 − 1 operators for SU(d) group. The first set of these are the projectors
Θk,j = P k,j + P j,k, βk,j = −i(P k,j − P j,k), (5.3)
with 1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ d. And the remaining d− 1 operators are defined to be the following,
ηr,r =
√
2
r(r + 1)
 r∑
j=1
P j,j
− rP r+1,r+1
 (5.4)
with 1 ≤ r ≤ (d − 1). These two sets give all the d2 − 1 operators for the SU(d) group that are necessary
to define the dynamics for qudit chains. For d = 3, these sets give the Gell-Mann matrices, and so on. For
defining the dynamics for the XY model, only the off-diagonal operators of the first set are enough.
For defining the qudit network we assume that all the qudits are identical. Then we define the XY
Hamiltonian as
HdXY =
∑
(i,i+1)∈L(G)
Ji
2
(
Θk,j(i) Θ
k,j
(i+1) + β
k,j
(i) β
k,j
(i+1)
)
(5.5)
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where L(G) denotes a line graph of G. And the couplings are weighted couplings with Ji =
√
i(n− i)/2 for
1 ≤ k ≤ j ≤ d. This is analogous to equation (1.78) deduced earlier. This Hamiltonian preserves a quantity
similar to the total z−spin in the SU(2) model. The conservation relation isHdXY , n∑
j=1
ηr,r(j)
 = 0, for 1 ≤ r ≤ (d− 1). (5.6)
The dynamics of Laplacian can be similarly defined. The transfer dynamics of this Hamiltonian for entan-
glement transfer with chains has been shown in [47].
5.2 PST in arbitrary qudit graphs (Bosonic model)
Spin-1/2 (fermionic) systems can be seen as qubits (d = 2). Similarly, arbitrary d-level system can be realised
by an appropriate spin. Here we investigate perfect state transfer of the bosonic spin particles on bosonic
network lattice - the Bose-Hubbard model. This work was proposed in [26]. First, we present the incorrect
calculation reported in [26]. Equation
∑
l Ul1b˜
†
l =
∑
l b˜
†
l following after equations 2-8 on page 174 in [26] is
incorrect. This equation has been used to derive equation 2-9 and finally the condition 2-12 for perfect state
transfer which is incorrect. This relation implies that every entry in the first column of U is unity. This is
because U is a unitary matrix after all where a complete column cannot have each entry as unity. This would
imply a non-unitary transformation over each adjacency matrix Ak.
We reformulate this method to derive the right condition for the perfect state transfer of qudits. The
Hamiltonian governing the Bose-Hubbard model is
Hd =
n−1∑
k=1
Jk
(
b†kbk + bkb
†
k
)
+
n∑
k=1
kb
†
kbk (5.7)
where the first term governs the hopping from one site to its adjacent site and second term is the local energy
of that site. b†k and bk are the bosonic creation and annihilation operators for the site k whose action on the
basis kets |0〉, |1〉 (for each site) is well known. We are mostly concerned with the first coupling term. This
model is applicable on general arbitrary finite graphs also. This can be generalised to an arbitrary graph in a
weighted scheme. Suppose Ω is a connected graph. For each coupling strength Jk, k = 0, 1, ..., d, we can form
a graph Ωk in which vertices are adjacent if their coupling in Ω equals k. Let Ak be the adjacency matrix of
Ωk. For instance, A1 is the adjacency matrix A of Ω. Also, let A0 = I, the identity matrix. This gives us
d+ 1 matrices A0, A1, ..., Ad, called the adjacency matrices of Ω. Their sum is the matrix J in which every
entry is 1. In the other words, we assume that the dynamics of bosons, in a system with n sites (associated
with the nodes of a finite group), is governed by the following off-diagonal Bose-Hubbard Hamiltonian
Hd =
n∑
i,j=1
d∑
k=0
Jk(Ak)ijb
†
i bj (5.8)
The ground assumption is that the matrices Ak for k = 0, 1, ..., d commute with each other such that all
of them are simultaneously by the matrix U . The same matrix U pointed above for a calculation mistake
in the original work. The diagonalization follows as UAkU
† = Dk, where Dk = diag(λ
(k)
1 , λ
(k)
2 , ..., λ
(k)
n ) is a
diagonal matrix with eigenvalues of Ak on its diagonal. Using this relation in the Hamiltonian expression we
get
Hd =
n∑
i,j=1
d∑
k=0
Jk(U
†DkU)ijb
†
i bj =
d∑
k=0
n∑
l=1
Jkλ
(k)
l
(∑
i
U†ilb
†
i
)∑
j
Uljbj
 (5.9)
with l = 1, 2, ..., n. The term in the brackets can be treated as Bogoliubov transformation which is a linear
transformation on creation/annihilation operators. Define this change of basis as
b˜l =
∑
j
Uljbj , bl =
∑
j
U∗jlb˜j (5.10)
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Define the number operator in the new tilde basis as n˜l = b˜
†
l b˜l and the effective coupling as J˜l =
∑d
k=0 Jkλ
(k)
l .
Then Hamiltonian simply takes the diagonal form
Hd =
n∑
l=1
J˜ln˜l. (5.11)
Without loss of generality, at t = 0, we start with an initial state localised at the first qudit
|ψd(0)〉 =
d∑
j=0
αj(b
†
1)
j |0〉 (5.12)
where |0〉 := |00...0〉 and (b†k)j |
mathbf0〉 = |0102...jk...0n〉 = |j〉 (which is understood to be a action on site k by context). This is a harmonic
oscillator (energy levels equally spaced) like d-level state. All the qudits are identical in the network. For
d = 2, analogous to 1.13, we will have the evolution of the initial state as
|ψd(t)〉 = e−iHdt|ψd(0)〉 = α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
j=1
fj1(t0)b
†
j |0〉 (5.13)
where
fj1(t) = 〈mathbf0|e−iHdt
∑n
l=1 J˜ln˜lb†1|0〉 (5.14)
and for the perfect state transfer from forst qubit to some mth qubit, we impose |fm1(t0)| = 1 for some finite
t = t0. We derive a condition for qubit using this Hamiltonian and generalise it over d-levels. Change of
basis in first part of 5.13 yields
|ψd(t0)〉 = α0|0〉+ α1e−it0(
∑n
l=1 J˜lb˜
†
l b˜l)
n∑
m=1
Um1b˜
†
m|0〉 (5.15)
= α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
l=1
m=1
e−it0J˜l |l˜〉〈l˜|Um1|m˜〉 (Spectral decomposition)
= α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
l=1
m=1
e−it0J˜lUm1|l˜〉δl˜m˜
= α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
l=1
e−it0J˜lUl1b˜
†
l |0〉.
(5.16)
After reverting back to the initial basis we obtain
|ψd(t0)〉 = α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
l,j=1
e−it0J˜lUl1U∗ljb
†
j |0〉 (5.17)
in contrast to equation 2-9 in [26] which we report as incorrect. To extract a more compact form define the
column vector
J˜ =
(
U11e
−it0J˜1 U21e−it0J˜2 ... Un1e−it0J˜n
)T
(5.18)
then equation (5.17) can be re-expressed as
|ψd(t0)〉 = α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
j=1
(
n∑
l=1
U†jlJ˜l
)
b†j |0〉
= α0|0〉+ α1
n∑
j=1
(
U†J˜
)
j
b†j |0〉.
(5.19)
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Comparing with equation (5.13) we have that
fj1(t0) =
(
U†J˜
)
j
=
n∑
l=1
(
U†
)
jl
Ul1e
−it0J˜l (5.20)
and the condition for perfect state transfer to the mth site imposes(
U†J˜
)
j
= eiφδjm (5.21)
for some arbitrary phase φ which can always be corrected, post the transfer.
To have estimation about the entries of the matrix U , define the product
b†i bj := Eij . (5.22)
Here the action of b†i bj is b
†
i bj |k〉 = δjk|i〉 as understood by the operator action on the basis. We can deduce
that Eij is a matrix with all entries zero except the (i, j) entry (〈i|Eij |j〉 = 1), that is, (Eij)kl = δikδjl. Then
for the indices which are adjacent in graph Ωk, denoted as i ∼k j∑
i∼kj
=
∑
i∼kj
Eij = Ak. (5.23)
Then the Hamiltonian can be expressed in terms of adjacency matrices Ak as
Hd =
d∑
k=0
Jk
∑
i∼kj
Eij =
d∑
k=0
JkAk. (5.24)
The matrices Ak can always be diagonalized as Ak =
∑
l λ
(k)
l |l〉〈l| =
∑
l λ
(k)
l El, where El are the correspond-
ing projectors of the lth subspace spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvectors of λ
(k)
l .
Using this observation for spectral decomposition we have
fj1(t0) = 〈0|bje−iHt0b†1|0〉 =
∑
l
e−it0J˜l〈0|bjElb†1|0〉 (5.25)
=
∑
l
e−it0J˜l〈j|El|1〉 =
∑
l
e−it0J˜lUl1U
†
jl. (5.26)
Last step is done using equation (5.20). This gives us the information about the entries of U as follows
Ul1U
†
jl = 〈j|El|1〉 = (El)j1. (5.27)
This procedure for two levels can be applied to arbitrary d levels treating each level as some higher level
excitation of the ground level. Label 1 can be replaced by any arbitrary label x which is initial site to begin
the transfer from. For simplicity, let us stick with the initial site as the first site. The free evolution of a
qudit will be as follows for each arbitrary level i, and all levels evolve independently as they are the basis
kets,
e−iHdt(b†1)
i|0〉 = e−iHdt
∑
l1,...,li
b˜†l1 b˜
†
l2
...b˜†li |0〉 (5.28)
=
∑
l1,...,li
e−it
∑i
k=1 J˜lk b˜†l1 b˜
†
l2
...b˜†li |0〉 (5.29)
=
∑
k1,...,ki
(∑
l1
e−itJ˜l1Ul11U
∗
l1k1
)(∑
l2
e−itJ˜l2Ul21U
∗
l2k2
)
...
(∑
li
e−itJ˜liUli1U
∗
liki
)
× b†k1b
†
k2
...b†ki |0〉
(5.30)
which can again be written in the compact form similar to the previous analysis as
e−iHdt(b†1)
i|0〉 =
∑
k1,...,ki
(
U†J˜
)
k1
(
U†J˜
)
k2
...
(
U†J˜
)
ki
× b†k1b
†
k2
...b†ki |0〉. (5.31)
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This transfers each excitation level of the qudit independently from one site to another. The final state of
the system will be
|ψd(t)〉 = e−iHdt|ψd(0)〉 = α0|0〉+ α1
∑
k1
(
U†J˜
)
k1
b†k1 |0〉+ α2
∑
k1,k2
(
U†J˜
)
k1
(
U†J˜
)
k2
b†k1b
†
k2
|0〉
+ ...+ αd
∑
k1,...,kd
(
U†J˜
)
k1
(
U†J˜
)
k2
...
(
U†J˜
)
kd
× b†k1b
†
k2
...b†kd |0〉.
(5.32)
The condition for perfect state transfer applies to each excitation level which exactly remains the same
condition as equation (5.21) for t = t0. The final state when transfer is accomplished to the mth site is
simply
|ψd(t0)〉 =
d∑
j=0
αj
(
b†m
)j |0〉. (5.33)
Special graphs can be studied under this model of perfect state transfer for qudits. PST for qudits has been
demonstrated experimentally on superconducting transmon qudits in [48]. Qudit PST for pseudo-regular
networks is explored in [49]. An architecture for arbitrary long distances qudit perfect state transfer using
multiple hoppings is presented in [25].
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Chapter 6
Physical implementation for qubit
networks with superconducting
circuits
Our proposed architecture in chapter 4 addresses the problem of scalability of quantum processors while
preserving the perfect fidelity for state transfer with full control on routing of initial states. Scalability of
quantum processors is a deep concern in the development of quantum computing hardware [50][51][52]. In the
NISQ (Noisy Intermediate-Scale Quantum) [33] era quantum processors, high-fidelity quantum operations
and attempt of scalable quantum networks are key features. These features are essential for determining how
good is an architecture for quantum information processing [53]. One of the main challenges for scalable
quantum network is the imperfect two-qubit interaction. For perfect state transfer with maximum fidelity, the
pairwise interaction should be improved for large-scale quantum processors [54]. Different physical systems
for quantum computation have different advantages, such as, high-fidelity and control in ion-traps [46][4]
versus the scalability of superconducting circuits [55][2][56]. Our focus in this work will be with the high-
fidelity, state control and scalability of the superconducting quantum computing architecture and proving
that our two-hopping all-to-all state transfer scheme can be perfectly realised with this approach.
For the usual perfect state transfer scheme, the underlying assumption is that all the edges in the graph
network are precisely engineered at the desired coupling strength. If this is violated, we will have to com-
promise a lot with the fidelity of the state transfer. PST Hamiltonians like XY and Heisenberg model are
nothing but the sum of the pairwise interactions between the connected qubits that are allowed to interact in
these two defined schemes. The coupling Hamiltonian for an isolated pair in PST scheme is simply the gate
Hamiltonian for the quantum computation. This implies that PST is nothing but the complete free quantum
evolution (for a desired time interval which is the control parameter) of the entire network in contrast to
the controlled quantum evolution of an isolated pair of qubits (which is a quantum gate operation). Improv-
ing two qubit gate fidelity will improve the perfect state transfer fidelity. Connectivity of the qubits (as a
graph structure) in the quantum circuit model will determine which pair of qubits can have two-qubit gate
operations between them mutually. Disconnected qubits on the physical architecture will prohibit two-qubit
interactions between these qubits. This is how the graph determines the architecture. More connectivity will
enable more two-qubit interactions. However, there is also a physical limitation for the maximum nearest
neighbour interactions a qubit can sustain [57].
There are two sources of two-qubit interaction errors: decoherence (stochastic) and nonideal interactions
(deterministic). The latter includes parasitic coupling, leakage to non-computational states, and control
crosstalk. As one example of parasitic coupling, the next-nearest-neighbor (NNN) coupling is a phenomenon
commonly seen in many systems, including Rydberg atoms [58], trapped ions [3][4], semiconductor spin qubits
[59], and superconducting qubits [5][6]. Unwanted interactions (such as next-nearest neighbour) between
qubits are meant to be unconnected.
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6.1 Requirements for our CQC-hopping scheme
To implement our network on a real architecture we follow the physical architecture given in [45] for two
qubits and generalize it over arbitrary number of qubits n. Physical key requirements of our architecture are
the following:
• Multiple nearest-neighbour (NN) interactions
• Since distant qubits are connected, implementation is not possible in planar integration. Three-
dimensional (3D) integration is needed [60][57]
• Tunable (eventually switchable) edges as couplings for each pair of nodes (qubits)
• Multiple qubit coupling controlled independently (each qubit independently be brought in dispersive
regime) [54]
• Addition of a new node to the existing network and so on (addressing scalability)
• High fidelity control over the processor [61]
Most of these requirements cannot be fulfilled by the usual spin model where switching and tuning of edge
coupling becomes nearly impossible as the experimentalist control is negligible for spins on a fixed lattice.
Moreover, such coupling is a function of the distance between two nodes which is not changeable in practice.
Multiple edges are very hard to be tuned to the same coupling strength and the nodes that are physically
distant are impossible to couple. We show that all these implementation problems can be addressed with the
architecture based on tunable-coupling superconducting circuits. A tunable coupler can also help mitigate
the problem of frequency crowding that exacerbates the effect from nonideal interactions. However, these
additional elements often add architectural complexity, as well as open a new channel for decoherence and
crosstalk. Many prototypes of a tunable coupler have been demonstrated in superconducting quantum
circuits, such as the the gmon design ([62], two-qubit gate fidelity limited by decoherence) and xmon design
([63], qubit’s coherence time is decreased by the tunable coupler), are two examples in the literature. Addition
and deletion of a new node (qubit) to the graph (network) has been treated as the inclusion and exclusion
of that qubit in the computational network. That is, this is achieved by turning of every interaction of that
node with the rest of the network and switching it on when this node is to be added. Building and fabricating
a new qubit into the existing processor is a matter of the available resources and depends upon lab to lab.
We do not address that matter. For physical realization, the addition of nodes can be regarded as turning
on interaction with more qubits that already exist by construction in the quantum processor.
6.2 Tunable-coupling effective Hamiltonian for CQC-hopping ar-
chitecture
In the superconducting transmon charge qubit architecture [64] all these limitations can be tackled and
all the above requirements can be fulfilled as we demonstrate. Moreover, this architecture maybe used for
the conventional quantum computation model in addition to quantum state transfer application due to the
high-fidelity gate operations that are possible [45]. This architecture allows high control over the coupling
macroscopically and decoherence times are quite longer. A gate (two qubit interaction) fidelity of 99.999%
is reported in [45] in the absence of decoherence.
We consider a generic system consisting of an arbitrary network of qubits with exchange coupling between
nearest qubits (which have an edge between them) and a coupler between these that couples to both these
qubits. The approach is based on a generic three-body system with exchange-type interaction. A central
component, the coupler, frequency tunes the virtual exchange interaction between two qubits and features
a critical bias point, at which the exchange interaction offsets the direct qubit-qubit coupling, effectively
turning off the net coupling. Two-qubit interactions are executed for each pair of qubits by operating the
respective couplers in the dispersive regime, strongly suppressing leakage to the coupler’s excited states. The
two qubits (with Zeeman splittings ωi and ωj) each couple to a center tunable coupler (ω
c
ij) with a coupling
strength gi (i = 1, 2, ..., n), as well as to each other with a coupling strength gij . The ancillary coupling is
stronger than the direct coupling , gi, gj > gij > 0. Ancillary coupler does not count as the part of our
network, it is only needed as the part of the implementation of architecture. We have the total number of
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ancillary couplers equal to the number of edges in the network. Without loss of generality, we begin our
analysis with a two-level Hamiltonian,
H =
1
2
n∑
i=1
ωiσ
z
i +
1
2
∑
〈i,j〉
ωcijσ
z
Cij +
∑
〈i,j〉
gi
(
σ+i σ
−
Cij
+ σ−i σ
+
Cij
)
+
∑
〈i,j〉
gij
(
σ+i σ
−
j + σ
−
i σ
+
j
)
(6.1)
where all the operators are defined for the respective modes and 〈i, j〉 means there is an edge between qubits
i and j. First two terms are just the Zeeman splittings of the network qubits and the ancillary couplers for
all edges. Third term (call it V , treated as a perturbation) describes the coupling of each qubit to coupler
and the last term is the direct coupling between the network qubits which have an edge between them.
H = H0 + V can be written where we treat the coupling to the ancilla as external coupling one wants to
get rid of. In this setting, all qubits are negatively detuned from the resonance with the ancillary coupler
with ∆j = ωj − ωcij < 0 and we operate in the dispersive regime for all qubits with gj  |∆j | ∀j. Any two
connected qubits interact through two channels, the direct nearest coupling and the indirect coupling via the
ancilla (which can be regarded as a virtual exchange interaction). The idea is to make these two couplings
compete against each other and tune the desired strength of coupling for each pair of qubit. We desire to
tune all couplings at equal magnitude to make an uniformly coupled network as proposed.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.1: The part (a) shows the isolated pair of coupled qubits with the ancillary coupler acting as the
inter-mediator. The situation for every pair that has an edge between them is the same. Part (b) shows
our qubit architecture for n = 6 qubits with the ancillary couplers involved. The control parameter for edge
switching here is the external control on the capacitance for each coupler, denoted as yellow.
To find the effective qubit-qubit coupling and eliminate the qubit-ancilla coupling, we take advantage of
the Schrieffer-Wolff unitary transformation USW = e
η. The transformation if formally represented as
H˜ = USWHU
†
SW = H + [η,H] +
1
2!
[η, [η,H]] + ... (6.2)
= H0 + V + [η,H0] + [η, V ] +
1
2!
[η, [η,H0]] +
1
2!
[η, [η, V ]] + ... (6.3)
If one can find a transformation η such that V + [η,H0] = 0, the transformed Hamiltonian becomes:
H˜ = H0 +
1
2
[η, V ] +O(V 3) (6.4)
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because η ∝ O(V ). The standard way to find this transformation requires to calculate the commutator
[H0, V ] =
∑
〈i,j〉
gi (gijσ
z
i −∆i)
(
σ+i σ
−
Cij
− σ−i σ+Cij
)
(6.5)
and impose this operator ansatz form with free parameters α±i as
η = α+i σ
+
i σ
−
Cij
+ α−i σ
−
i σ
+
Cij
. (6.6)
Then we evaluate the commutator [H0, η] and equate to V to find the free parameters α
±
i = ±gi/∆i. This
gives the transformation USW for our case as
USW = e
η = exp
∑
〈i,j〉
gi
∆i
(
σ+i σ
−
Cij
− σ−i σ+Cij
) . (6.7)
For general SW-transformation within and beyond rotating wave approximation (RWA), see [65] and Ap-
pendix: B of [45]. Performing the SW transformation up to second order we get the Hamiltonian
H˜ =
1
2
n∑
j=1
ωjσ
z
j +
1
2
n∑
〈i,j〉
ωcijσ
z
Cij +
∑
〈i,j〉
(
gigj
∆ij
+ gij
)(
σ+i σ
−
j + σ
−
i σ
+
j
)
σzCij
+
∑
〈i,j〉
g2i
∆i
(
σzi σ
−
Cij
σ+Cij + σ
−
i σ
+
i σ
z
Cij
)
+
∑
〈i,j〉
〈i,k〉
g2i
∆i
(
σ+i σ
−
i σ
−
Cij
σ+Cik − σ−i σ+i σ+Cijσ−Cik
)
.
(6.8)
Now we make an important assumption that the ancillary couplers always remain in their ground state for all
the edges and drop out the constant energy terms. This combines first and fourth term in the Hamiltonian
and removes the last term which is exchange interaction between different ancillary couplers of the same
qubit. This transformation finally decouples the ancillary coupler from the qubits up to second order in
gi/∆i resulting in
H˜ =
1
2
n∑
j=1
ω˜jσ
z
j +
∑
〈i,j〉
(
gigj
∆ij
+ gij
)(
σ+i σ
−
j + σ
−
i σ
+
j
)
(6.9)
where ω˜j = ωj + g
2
j /∆j is the Lamb-shifted frequency revealed by the SW transformation and ∆ij =
2∆i∆j/ (∆i + ∆j) < 0 is the effective detuning. the coefficient of the second term, denote it as g˜ij , is the
effective tunable coupling between any two qubits that are coupled in the network wherever there is an edge.
Identifying g˜ij as 2Jij gives the identical coupling Hamiltonian in equation (1.1). However, now our Jij is
tunable to a range of values we desire by setting the desired couplings and detunings. The effective coupling
g˜ij in equation (6.9) can be adjusted by the ancilla coupler frequency through ∆ij , as well as gi and gj , both
of which may be implicitly dependent on ωcij . Therefore, g˜ij is a function of ω
c
ij in general. The first term
(indirect coupling) in the expression of g˜ij is negative while the second (direct coupling) is positive and this
enables a competition between the two where ωcij can be taken to act as the tunable parameter since it can
be externally controlled in the experiment. g˜ij(ω
c
ij) can be tuned negative when ancilla coupler frequency is
decreased or positive when this frequency is increased. And this is a continuous parameter, therefore we have
some ωcijoff such that g˜ij(ω
c
ijoff
) = 0 which should be permitted by the bandwidth of the ancilla coupler. It
is shown [45] that this cut-off frequency can be found even in weak dispersive regime with gj < |∆j |. Thus,
in principle, we obtain the switchable edges with ωcij as the parameter. We can simply tune each frequency
ωcij for each edge E(i, j) to switch it on or off when our protocol requires and this is essentially a classical
operation in experiment. Therefore, some of the edges maybe switched off by selecting special cut-off values.
The couplers remain in their ground state throughout the quantum evolution as the effective interaction is
only for one quantum exchange between the two qubits which are part of the network. Similar effective
coupling Hamiltonians based on Cavity and Circuit-QED have been proposed in [66] (scalability has been
addressed with experimental concerns using molecular architecture for qubits in superconducting resonators)
and [2] (foundational reference for superconducting electrical circuits).
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6.3 Circuit Hamiltonian quantization
Now, the above general formalism can be applied to specific system Hamiltonian. For our case we use the
transmon qubits [67]. Josephson energy Hamiltonian with tunable energy is
EJλ = (EJλ,L + EJλ,R)
√
cos2
(
piΦe,λ
Φ0
)
+
(
EJλ,L − EJλ,R
EJλ,L + EJλ,R
)2
sin2
(
piΦe,λ
Φ0
)
(6.10)
where λ = i, j, cij ∀i, j (cij is the labeling for the coupler connecting i and j qubits) and Φ0 = h/2e is the
superconducting flux quantum. The coefficient of the sine term quantifies the asymmetry of the junction
[68]. Refer to figure 6.2 for notation. EJλ,L(R) is the Josephson energy of the left(right) junction in mode λ.
Cλ is the dominant capacitance for that mode. Cjcij is the coupling capacitance between the qubit j and the
coupler 〈ij〉. Cij is the directing coupling capacitance between the two qubits i and j, and φλ is the reduced
total flux for that node.
Other 
couplings
Figure 6.2: Schematic circuit diagram for a pair of connected tunable transmon qubits. Each connected pair
which forms an edge on the graph has this structure.
This Hamiltonian can be canonically quantized in second quantization in the transmon regime with
EJλ/ECλ  1, where ECλ = e2/2Cλ for the corresponding mode [45]. The system is then described by the
coupled oscillators (~ = 1):
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
(
Hi +Hj +Hcij +Hicij +Hjcij +Hij
)
(6.11)
Let the corresponding creation and annihilation operators for the respective mode be b†λ and bλ respectively,
with similar action as in 5.2. The terms of the Hamiltonian are
Hλ = ωλb
†
λbλ +
αλ
2
b†λb
†
λbλbλ, (6.12)
where αλ is the anharmonicity (energy difference between the first excitation energy and further second
excitation energy) of the oscillator,
Hjcij = gj
(
b†jbcij + bjb
†
cij − b†jb†cij − bjbcij
)
, (6.13)
Hij = gij
(
b†i bj + bib
†
j − b†i b†j − bibj
)
, (6.14)
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where the second order effect has also been taken into consideration. The energies are given as
ωλ =
√
8EJλECλ − ECλ , (6.15)
gj =
1
2
Cjcij√
CjCcij
√
ωjωcij (6.16)
and
gij =
1
2
(1 + ηij)
Cij√
CiCj
√
ωiωj (6.17)
where ηij = CicijCjcij/CijCcij . Single quantum exchange is due to the Jaynes-Cumming type interaction
while the double excitation and de-excitation effect arises due to counter rotating terms, without the rotating
wave approximation (RWA), which is important when the coupler frequency is higher than of the related
qubit frequencies.
6.4 Circuit Hamiltonian dynamics beyond Rotating Wave Ap-
proximation (RWA)
Following the general SWT formulated in [65], the dynamics beyond the RWA for the above Hamiltonian is
straightforward. The right SWT is
USW = exp
∑
〈i,j〉
[
gj
∆j
(
b†jbcij − bjb†cij
)
− gj
Σj
(
b†jb
†
cij − bjbcij
)] (6.18)
where the second term takes care for the counter-rotating terms and Σj = ωj +ω
c
ij . In the weak anharmonic
limit, αλ  ∆j (detuning of nearly the same order for all qubits). Expansion in the second order in couplings
gj we obtain the effective qubit-qubit Hamiltonian
H˜ = USWHU
†
SW =
∑
j
(
ω˜jb
†
jbj +
α˜j
2
b†jb
†
jbjbj
)
+
∑
〈i,j〉
g˜ij
(
b†i bj + bib
†
j
)
(6.19)
which is identical to equation (6.9), plus the anharmonic terms along with counter rotating contribution to
the coupling coefficients. Here,
ω˜j ≈ ωj + g2j
(
1
∆j
+
1
Σj
)
, (6.20)
α˜j ≈ αj , (6.21)
and the effective coupling as
g˜ij ≈ gigj
2
(
1
∆i
+
1
∆j
− 1
Σi
− 1
Σj
)
+ gij . (6.22)
Here, the same assumption of the coupler being strictly in its ground state has been taken into account. Note
that this is exactly similar to making the assumption that the cavity resonator remains in the constant photon
number in the conventional cavity-quantum-electrodynamics Hamiltonians, while performing their Schrieffer-
Wolff transformations. For the dispersive regime we simply have |∆j | ≈ |Σj |, which is when counter rotating
terms contribute significantly. The computational states are |1i0cij0j〉 and |0i0cij1j〉 and they exchange their
energy virtually through the non-computational coupler excited state |0i1cij0j〉 by the virtue of the Jaynes-
Cummings interaction (b†jbcij + bjb
†
cij ). The counter-rotating term (b
†
jb
†
cij + bjbcij ) involves exchange via the
higher non-computational state |1i1cij1j〉. Substituting the values for the couplings we obtain
g˜ij ≈ 1
2
[
ωcij
4
(
1
∆i
+
1
∆j
− 1
Σi
− 1
Σj
)
ηij + ηij + 1
]
× Cij√
CiCj
√
ωiωj . (6.23)
For the case when all qubits are identically set in the dispersive regime with identical construction, we set
ωi = ωj = ω. This results in
g˜ij =
1
2
[
ω2
∆iΣi
ηij + 1
]
Cij√
CiCj
ω (6.24)
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The first term in the can be made arbitrarily small for very high values ωcij and very large values of ηij which
can give zero effective coupling (a switched-off edge). This way, by just adjusting the coupler dynamics
(which is externally under full control) we can turn off selected edges (couplings) in the network.
6.5 CQC switching with the tunable coupling Hamiltonian
The tunable couplers are used to turn off the graph edge interactions by biasing their frequency at ωcijoff
during the switching period. To activate the two-qubit interaction as the edge in the network graph, one
tunes the couplers’ frequency to a desired value ωcijon , yielding a finite g˜(ω
c
ijon
). All the couplers are set to
the same strength of coupling. Then a PST can be performed by modulating only the coupler frequency to
g˜(ωcijon) for all the edges E(i, j) which have to be switched on while leaving the other qubits unperturbed
during the PST. The edges which are switched on and switched off are known from our formalism in Chap.
4. By operating the couplers in the dispersive limit, parasitic effects from higher-order terms that are ignored
after SWT are strongly suppressed, leading to higher two-qubit hopping fidelity. During this process, the
control Hamiltonian σzCij commutes with the qubits’ degrees of freedom within the dispersive approximation,
causing reduced leakage to the non-computational (coupler) state. The non-adiabatic effect in this case is
suppressed by the relatively large qubit-coupler detuning ∆j , allowing a shorter PST time and therefore and
reduced decoherence error.
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Figure 6.3: Variation of the dynamic tunable coupling g˜ij w.r.t. the detuning ∆i for each qubit. There exists
a cutoff value, in this case ∆i = −1.426 GHz, corresponding to ωcijoff = 5.426 GHz. For all configurations,
such a cut-off value can always be obtained.
Figure 6.3 shows the variation of the dynamic tunable coupling g˜ij with respect to the control parameter
ωcij . The reasonable experimental values for the parameters used are [45]: Ci = 70 fF, Cj = 72 fF, Ccij = 200
fF, Cicij = 4 fF, Cjcij = 4.2 fF and Cij = 0.1 fF. All ωj = ωj = ω = 4 GHz (because all qubits are identical).
The fabrication defects and imperfection is accounted in the different values for the capacitances. However,
for a quite good variation amongst these values, we can still guarantee a cut-off value existence.
The perfect state transfer time for our CQC-hopping (2t0) is plotted against the detuning of qubits. PST
time is t0 if we are at a perfect hypercube or 2t0 otherwise. For the same experimental values considered
above, this is plotted in figure 6.4
It can be deduced that the typical time scale for our CQC-hopping scheme is around 1.5 ns. This is less
than the single iSWAP quantum gate time for the same experimental values which is reported to be around
35 ns. Even if we consider that switching takes few nanoseconds, still we perform PST in less time relative to
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Figure 6.4: Variation of the Perfect State Transfer time 2t0 w.r.t. qubit detuning ∆i for all qubits. The
typical PST time is around 1.5 ns.
the SWAP gate operation between two given qubits. We have to ensure in the experiment that all detunings
are onset to the same value to realise a uniformly coupled qubit network. If all detunings are not equal
this will actually realise a weighted coupled qubit network and introduce an error since our CQC-hopping
protocol is not for weighted graph networks. This error can be estimated by calculation pairwise transfer
fidelity via two different couplings. The typical coupling can be tuned around to 2 MHz (for example), to
give PST time of 1.55 ns, by setting the detuning to −4 GHz, corresponding to ωcij = 8 GHz for all couplers.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and future work
We proposed a switching procedure on a memory-enhanced hypercube such that an induced hypercube can
be determined with a desired pair of antipodal vertices. A framework of superconducting qubits is defined for
physical implementation of the switching procedure under the XY coupling. This same physical architecture
also realises growing network scheme. It was shown that perfect state transfer between any pair of vertices in
a hypercube or more generally in a network of arbitrary number of vertices is possible utilizing the proposed
switching scheme. We have proved the computational advantage of using PST assisted quantum computing.
We showed counter-examples numerically for PST under Corona product of graphs and corrected an error
in a qudit PST paper which is a very rich resource for computational power in quantum computing.
There are certain results which can further be extended. Such as finding a physical system for scalable
Laplacian perfect state transfer for switchable hypercubes similar to our scheme. One can also look to find
more optimal graph operations, if they exist, for long distance PST to realize a growing network. Analytical
results for signed Corona transfer may also be attempted to look for the class of graphs which support PST
under Corona product. Qudit state transfer for large distances using least hoppings is still not reported in
literature, to this date. It would be a big result to find such an optimal network for qudits under a suitable
Hamiltonian so that large amount of quantum information can be transferred over long distances, similar to
qubits.
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